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A note on these transcripts 
 

In November 2016 we travelled to Lebanon, a country where 1 in 4 people is a Syrian 
refugee. 17% of Syrian refugees are living in informal tented settlements, wooden and plastic 
shelters which they have built themselves. A further 24% are living in substandard buildings not 
designed to be lived in. We visited a number of these settlements and learned about the 
everyday experience of forced migration. 
  
We met with displaced Syrians, some of whom had fled their homes at the start of the conflict, 
others who had escaped only a few months prior. The individuals and families we encountered 
were generous with their hospitality, inviting us into their homes. We met with anger, humour, 
frustration and pride. Some interactions were fleeting, others lasted entire afternoons. We 
came prepared with questions but conversations often took their own course. We hope these 
conversations in a small way can give a voice to individuals who are not heard in most 
mainstream accounts of the Syrian crisis. 
  
The transcripts in these pages are a faithful account of some of the conversations we had with 
Syrians we met in Lebanon. The conversations would not have been possible without Rania and 
Safa, our interpreters, our friends. We would also like to thank Amber, Naima and Mary for 
their patient transcribing of these interviews. 
  
UNHCR Lebanon arranged our visits to the camps and have continued to support us, keeping us 
up to date with the changing political, social and economic pressures affecting the Lebanese 
response. Our research was generously supported by The British Council and the Art Fund with 
a Jonathan Ruffer Curatorial Grant. 
  
This book of transcripts and exerts of the interviews on audio guides have been displayed as 
part of our installation, refuge/e. A reconstruction of one of the Syrian barrikea, furnished with 
sculptures of typical possessions, has toured to Yorkshire Sculpture Park, The Millennium 
Gallery in Sheffield, BALTIC centre for contemporary art and Southbank Centre in London from 
March to June 2017. 
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Establishing a settlement  

Bar Elias 
 

Khaled, when did you arrive from Syria to Lebanon? 

 

This is the sixth year. 

 

And was this your first settlement that you came to? 

 

The first year and the half they were in Baalbek.  At the beginning they had the money to rent a 

house so the family consisted of 15 members so they rented a big flat and then they couldn’t 

pay for the rent so they came here. Ah –in a big house, then another year in a different camp, 

and here almost three years. 

 

And when you arrived how big was the settlement? 

 

There was no one there.  

 

There was no one here? So you were one of the first 

 

He started the settlement. 

 

How many families live here now? 

 

Seventeen families, two or three families share one tent because they can’t pay the rent. 

 

And when you arrived here how did you negotiate the access to this land? 

 

So the landlord, they came to the landlord, already the landlord wanted to have a camp for 

money, so they asked him how much he wanted in cash and he said every year I want $600 

cash.  

 

600 per shelter? 

 

Yes, each, 600 dollars per year and they had to pay in advance.  So after a year they found it 

really difficult to pay 600 in advance and asked him if he could pay 50 dollars a month because 

it makes it easier for them. 
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Has the price stayed the same or has it gone up since you arrived? 

 

It’s stayed the same. 

 

And what does this price include, does it include access to water? Access to electricity? 

 

Only for the shelter. 

 

Only for the shelters, so… 

 

Okay, water for free. And drinkable water by the UN. Each shelter has a meter, and it depends 

how much they use, how much they consume. 

 

And how is your relationship with the landlord and how often do you see him? 

 

He is a very respectable person. He’s here like everyday because this is how he makes money. 

 

Does he live nearby? 

 

Barillia. A very respectable person and… 

 

Does he have other settlements?  

 

He has another settlement.  

 

And, Khaled, does this settlement have a name? 

 

Mussel Hindi (?) camp – Mussel Hindi camp 46, so that’s how it’s also known by the UN.  

 

So did you name it and the UNHCR added the number? 

 

The landlord is called Mussel Hindi and the UN provided them with the number. 

 

So, Khaled, do you know all the families living here? Do you know all their names?  

 

Yes, he does. 
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And, are most of the people who are living here are they families? Are they from the 

same communities in Syria or have they all gathered here from different places? 

 

All of them are from Homs...they are like two tribes, the camp is divided into two tribes, one 

part they’re related to each other, cousins etc. and the other part is just the same. But they 

really got on well with each other. 

 

Oh, that’s really good to hear. Khaled are more people arriving to the settlement from 

other settlements? Are they resettling here? 

 

They’re closed. They can’t have more than...the municipality gave them a number and that’s it 

they can’t receive more. 

 

So each of these numbers [tent numbers] is for three families?  

 

For security reasons, the municipality knows that this is tent 27 and these are the people who 

are in this tent. They cannot receive people; if they have visitors that are going to stay with 

them they have to tell the security and they have to check. 

 

Khaled, when the new families were arriving did they come as individual families or did 

they come as extended families, a lot at the same time, as large waves? 

 

It took like a year and a half when the number was filled, and it was filled on the basis that “oh 

my cousin lives here and I want to be with my cousin”, so they came from different areas. 

 

And when the families arrived did you designate them a specific plot of land? 

 

So it was just the land before and it was up to the landlord when they came to rent a place, so 

the landlord would decide say 7 x 8 metres and you would stay in this area, but now it’s a new 

thing from the municipality telling them not to accept more: 7 x 10 metres. 

 

7 x 10 metres? Okay. Are all of the shelters the exact same size, or are some bigger and 

some smaller? 

 

There were trees. Ah so they had trees here and there was 8m between each tree, but now 

they took out the trees. So the width is the same but the length is different, it depends. 

 

Okay. So the difference in length doesn’t change the rent price? 
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The same price. 

 

The same price? Okay. And I think what would be nice if we all walked back to the front, 

and maybe you could ask Khaled if there’s a shelter we can sit down in and all have a 

conversation together… because we would be really interested to hear a little bit more 

about you and your past…oh great… 

 

(to translator) How are you finding his language?  

 

He’s from Homs, so - 

 

So, Khaled, is much of your family in this settlement as well? 

 

Yes. All his family. His brothers are still in Homs. 

 

And what are they doing with this, are they building a new shelter? 

 

They didn’t have tiles inside so they’re making the floor for winter. 

 

(sound of motors etc.) 

 

[inaudible], may I ask you to hold this?  
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Talking of knitting and death 

Sawa community 
 

I wondered if you were okay if I record this conversation on our phone, if that’s okay it’s 

just an audio-recording.  

 

It’s alright? Okay, thank you. 

 

This is Saffa, do you want to introduce yourself? Um and can you—what’s your name, 

just tell us a little bit about yourself. 

 

Zayna. [inaudible description of origins and several relocations] She’s...married to a man from... 

[inaudible]. 

 

Okay, so can you tell me a bit about your home in Syria? Where, where did you live, 

what sort of neighbourhood? Were you in an apartment? Did you know people around? 

 

So she was living in a house, and then she had six sons, and so everyone had the house.  She 

was living in her village...And the state of economics was good […]. When the conflict started 

her husband was killed, three of her sons, and she has a son who is a prisoner.  The families of 

her other two sons are living in Jordan because of [inaudible], and when they used chemicals 

the sons’ families moved there to.. To…  She married her son, and twenty days after the 

wedding they went in the car and they were hit by a missile. She has some sort of paralysis, and 

two of her brothers died in that attack….and their sons are now in this camp. 

  

So she just was in a hospital...and she was injured in the shoulder and the hand… she was 

hospitalised for three months and they were at the time welcoming refugees….and then she 

moved to [inaudible]. So she couldn’t walk first when she came here, and they referred her to 

an NGO so she got gout and [inaudible]…. 

 

And did some members of your family come with you to help you during that time? 

  

So the injuries were then not that difficult, and the injuries of the son and the daughter-in-law 

were fine, and then they were helping her. 

 

And so did your son and daughter-in-law build a shelter when they first got here for you, 

or, how did that work?  
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So they were staying in an apartment and they sold the gold of the daughter-in-law, so it was 

enough for two years, for two years’ rent, because she was a new bride, so normally they would 

have gold and stuff and so they lived off it, even - even her wedding ring. But then after three 

years they couldn’t pay it and the landlord was pushing them to either pay it or leave.  So she’s 

been here only for two weeks, and the previous landlord he wanted her to pay more. […] So 

she’s been here only for two weeks and they built her a tent, but she had to pay a million and 

three hundred Lebanese pounds. But even with the conditions it’s not like...bad timber, and 

bad structure [...] 

 

Can you tell me a bit more about the apartment you were living in for the past two 

years, and describe it, how many people were in the room, what was the condition of 

the building like?  

 

Two rooms. So it was a two room apartment, one for her and one for her son and two kids and 

his wife. They had no kitchen, they had a toilet. So they used to do all of the kitchen stuff in the 

toilet. And they had to pay 250,000 […]  

 

Were there other people around that you knew? Were there other families from your 

area? Or did you feel quite alone in that apartment? 

 

So she was living in a kind of agricultural land, like an agricultural field, and there were two 

houses and these houses were occupied by Syrians. But she used to come to the settlement to 

teach knitting and they used to pay her a hundred, a hundred thousand, and so they helped her 

organise everything. 

 

So you’re a skilled knitter... 

 

She’s a master of knitting and she teaches… 

 

That’s amazing. Can you tell me a bit more about your knitting and the sort of thing that 

you make, and do you use two needles, or circles or ..? 

 

So, she has used […] - can we show you pictures of the knitting? And she had a shop so she had 

machines as well - 

 

I love to knit and to sew; yeah, a lot of respect!  I’m slow though, my mum is much 

better than me! (laughing) 
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Yeah, so there’s a saying in Syria that labour is good, and labour can kind of like protect you, so 

she does some sort of labour and they pay her for expenses. 

 

And then these are the…Oh beautiful! They’re gorgeous!  

 

So she does it for the NGO and the NGO advertises - 

 

That’s so nice, oh wow!  These are so nice! And how do you find teaching the women in 

the camp, do you find lots of them, do they normally, do they know how to knit?  

  

She teaches young girls and adults… 

 

They’re so pretty! So in Syria, what sort of things would you knit? Was it clothing, did 

you do headwear, what sort of things were in your shop?  

 

….accessories... so she had a boutique, so they customize...customize..they do them for 

newborns like  

 

Oh, beautiful!  And are you selling these in the local area? Do you make these to sell? 

 

So the NGO gives them the equipment and then gets back the products, they sell them and give 

them the proceeds. 

 

Oh amazing ! So do you what’s the word for these, I call them pompoms.  

 

Like - a ball - sort of a ball 

 

Have I got it right? I say pom poms. Yeah they’re really - I like - I really like making them 

(zipping sound) oh, amazing! That’s so beautiful. And warm, as well! Lovely colour, it’s 

beautiful…. 

 

So she does them and sends them to her son in Jordan, to her son’s kids in Jordan  

 

That is so beautiful! I love this one! These are gorgeous, oh it’s perfect! (laughs). And 

what things is she finding are popular, what do people want to buy? 
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Gloves and shawl. And hats. And blankets for babies. So it’s a souk for the NGO and they get the 

products and then they sell them. 

 

Can I - can you take a photo of this? Thank you. You are very talented. Thank you. So 

beautiful. I like the tassels. What... 

 

So that’s for the glass for the wedding, that’s the cover for the glass. 

 

That’s so nice, that’s so sweet - your son must be very grateful that you’re sending these 

to Jordan. 

 

She’s sending them to her sons’ kids - and gloves because it’s winter, so there’s a demand 

 

So good to have those ones because then you can still do things. [...] ahhh! This is your 

grandson again, he’s so sweet, he’s so cheeky! 

 

So, she was living in this house […] 

 

Okay, okay, and did they get, so this is so…did they get help with some insulation and 

extra materials? 

 

No, no-one helped them. 

 

awww (at baby). Beautiful. So how do you, I know my mum finds when it’s cold she finds 

it very hard to knit 

 

She has a stove […] 

 

So, that’s good—look at the ears, that’s beautiful, oh, these are gorgeous! Oh wow, this 

must be popular, there must be lots of little boys wanting these - 

 

So these are actually for her grandson. 

 

Oh, that’s so pretty, these are beautiful, they’re so nice. I saw some girls yesterday and 

they all were wearing these and they looked—they looked so…where did you find 

these?  

 

From the popular shop.  
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That’s so nice. And, those boots! Oh! They’re going to be so warm, so cosy…when, I 

was….I want this!  (laughter). You’re so talented. Ohh….seriously. They’re so gorgeous! 

 

She’s their…their grandmother, so she has to send them very nice things because she’s not 

seeing them…mmm..so every piece that she makes, she teaches the women how to make 

them, and then she keeps one for herself. 

 

Are lots of people knitting now in the camps? 

 

So everyone is knitting for their kids, she’s also teaching another twenty girls. 

 

Okay…that’s so pretty…that’s gorgeous…ohhh… 

 

This goes with the trouser. This is for the kitchen 

 

Okay, yes! They’re so nice. Ahh, there they are. They match this - Killuck. Sorry, my 

pronunciation is bad. How much do you knit per day do you think? 

 

Ah, because she, she can’t do the house chores, so she cooks and she knits because she can’t 

stand. So her daughter-in-law is the one who takes care of the house chores, maybe she helps 

with the cooking but…and her grandson loves her playing with these. 

 

I can imagine…and is it …when you’re, now you’re in the tent, how are you finding 

sitting and knitting in the tent compared to in the apartment? 

 

Because there’s no windows it gets annoying and irritating so she sits outside, she sits outside. 

 

Do you come here most days? 

 

So because she teaches here she’s coming here often…she’s also…okay, now she’s learning 

Arabic because she’s only been to third grade, so now she’s learning Arabic so she can be more 

good at texting and at using the phone and when she learns the questions she’s going to try to 

learn another language. 

 

I can speak very little Arabic..Saffa is trying to teach me but… 

 

[...] so she’s learning Arabic, and she wants to learn a foreign language so that if someone 
comes here she can at least communicate.  
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She’s uh so, applying to migration to the UK. 

 

Okay, okay, how’s that going, where are you in the process? 

 

They’ve done some screening and tests. [...] No one has contacted them ever since. 

 

That’s really…very few families are coming at the moment…which is…um…how long 

have you been in this tented settlement? 

 

Three years. 

 

Three years. Three years. And how big is your family? Awww (to baby)…Okay, okay  

 

Scotland… 

 

Scotland? 

 

Her brother is also there. 

 

How are they finding it?  

 

She’s saying that they’re actually happy there, they’re finding it really nice. 

 

And they’re going to try and go to the same place? 

 

So they’ve done all the processes, they still have like an orientation. And, and to, like, book 

flights … but no one has contacted them… 

 

Okay… yeah…there’s often a 3 or 4 month gap where they’re waiting for a council in the 

UK to find a home so that’s – visa… 

 

So they did not get the visa yet. 

 

And do all these, do all the women here come to the knitting classes?  

 

She doesn’t because she has kids. And so everyone who is not here so she doesn’t volunteer so 

she’s saying lots of women…  And she teaches as well but now she’s stopped. 
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She does tailoring as well. 

 

Tailoring! okay 

 

But she has like .. [inaudible]..it’s tiresome - 

 

So, are you going to be able to go to an optician about your eyes? [a lot of commotion in 

the room] 

 

…her son was killed, other son is missing and the third one is injured so she’s…not taking it…so 

she’s very tired of it. And she has back pain. And they don’t have a file at the UN so they don’t 

get…   So her son was injured in the head so he’s partially, he’s almost blind, but he has a kid 

and they did the surgery for his eyes but he doesn’t have a file at the UN… so, mentally she’s 

very tired.   She’s saying that no family, no Syrian family should be rejected by the UN, even if 

they’re only given minimal help... So she’s asking in everyone can benefit from the UN because 

not everyone is benefiting from the UN . She’s saying because it’s very difficult for every family 

here, she doesn’t get paid when she helps with the cars or she does like a sort of physical 

treatment for the kid, she does traditional treatment, she doesn’t get like a fee 

 

So it’s really hard to…you’re not able to make any extra money with the skills you have, 

so that’s difficult. 

 

She’s not making any money, and she’s not taking money from anyone. 

 

I imagine you’re invaluable here because you can do some medical stuff. 

 

She’s saying that because the married girls are sort of young they don’t know how to deal with 

the kids, when the kids are sick, so they bring the kids to her …so she had some sort of 

experience because she had eleven kids, and because her brother is a doctor, so she learnt 

some skills. 

 

So when were you in Syria did you also do this, with your community, were you helping 

out?  Yeah… so you’re saying that there’s a lot of young mothers—are they struggling to 

look after their kids in this environment, and is that why there’s more help from the 

older generation? 

 

So ….Laura’s sixteen and, no she’s nineteen, so she taught her how to shower the baby and how 

to…okay….  Yeah, so once a mother brought a child to her and he was choking on a piece of 
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[inaudible], and so she had to extract it because he couldn’t breathe …she’s saying that she 

loves the camp because everyone here is helping each other—they help each other.  So, she 

does first aid and emergencies and this is because there’s no operation and medical team in the 

Sawa camp. 

 

Do you think—is this a new sort of…I don’t know how to say this…is this a new 

opportunity for older women to be able to take on this role, was this happening in 

communities in Syria, or was she taking on a much larger role, perhaps because there’s 

a lot more women around..?  

 

So, in Syria they used to have free medical care but when they came to Lebanon that changed. 

Because in Lebanon they do not accept anyone without paying the [inaudible]. A child in the 

camp had a broken arm, and they did not welcome her into hospital and she had to do the cast, 

for free of course. 

 

What would you - what do you think the camp needs to improve its healthcare…if you 

were trying to get some new equipment…or what kind of improvements would you like 

to see here? 

 

Water, and salt water….because people are sick and they have like polluted water, for an 

operation, with first aid kits -  So, she’s saying at least we need a nurse to tend to those who are 

sick, because for instance she has some sort of disease or infection and whenever she wants to 

go to hospital she has to take a taxi from [inaudible]……so at least a pharmacy, medications, 

some sort of soap. 

 

And how do you…when she’s conducting these very on-the-spot medical treatments, 

where does she get her materials from, has she got a stock of things or?   

 

So… the family of the kid would bring the equipment for the traditional Arabic cast, like what do 

you call,  the bandages? They make some sort of stuff, plaster, just to straighten the bone, and 

they ask the driver as well to get pain-killers for the kid.  Sometimes she uses some from 

herself, some haven’t got them so they can’t…. She brings as well creams for sore muscles, back 

pain, and she allows people to use them…  

 

She’s saying that sometimes they are not…they are not safe so there’s always some sort of 

incident, and they don’t have the first aid kits which they need, they need… 
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There must be things like kids falling over a lot, there’s lots of obstacles and burns from 

the stove. 

 

She was talking about the timber because sometimes it falls. 

 

Falling timber… 

 

So yeah, burns, bruises, accidents in the settlements… 

 

And we’ve spoken to some quite elderly people, so you’ve got lots of young kids and 

then you’ve got people in their eighties and nineties— how are… do you end up taking 

care of some of the older people in the camp as well, and their particular needs? 

 

Older kids…and…um….they have some surgery because of the infected water, from there... 

 

Yeah, so the water? I saw that there was this big pool of water…can we ask about - the 

camp backs onto some industrial land and there’s this big, big pool…are any of the kids 

getting in there? Is that dangerous? 

 

So, the river has waste in it and once…it’s actually smelly because when you… 

 

Yeah, it doesn’t look good… Okay…it’s amazing to hear what you’re doing and it’s 

incredibly impressive, so thank you for telling us about it - 

 

So she actually gives the families advice on how to deal with the kids and how to actually 

protect them from infections - 

 

That’s really good, and there’s a few pregnant women here as well—are you worried 

about them and how they’re…?  

 

So she’s…there’s a midwife. They’re okay. It’s more the kids. 

 

It’s more the kids—and the men, I know that some of the men are working in building 

sites and agriculture, because I’ve heard that some of the employers are not making it at 

all easy for them to work…are any of the men coming back with injuries from work that 

you’ve seen, or…? 

 

Once one was on a ceiling or a roof and fell through….and she gave him [inaudible] 
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And then, this is a, this is a very difficult question to ask – I don’t quite know how to 

phrase it - but almost like, there’s lots of new life coming to the camp but…have people 

died and has she been involved in convalescence before death and looking after 

someone in a tent before death…?  

 

So, there hasn’t been many case but once, sort of a young wife, she was sixteen and she had 

two kids, and her baby was six months old, and she did not notice that he was suffocating and 

he suffocated on the floor…she tried to give him first aid, CPR but he was… 

 

Yeah…that’s awful…must be, must be, I mean it must be very hard not to be in your 

country at that point; you’re not able to bury them in your land and you’re like … 

 

So even there’s complications because the other…there’s complications even when they want 

to take them out of the hospital, when they want to bury them, and when they ask “where do 

you want to bury them?” they just answer just throw them away….   So they had a lot of 

[inaudible]….the child died…and they couldn’t they didn’t know where to go with the child, 

nobody would accept, and so they dug in the tent and they buried him in the tent. That was 

two years ago. They just buried him during the night so that no one could… it’s very difficult for 

the mother because every day she…. 

 

She’s there…yeah…that’s so hard. 

 

So, even his grandmother, the grandmother of that child died, and they couldn’t bury her 

anywhere here, and they couldn’t move with the corpse, and so her daughter-in-law hired a 

[inaudible] and took her to [inaudible], because that was the only place that would take a… and 

they took her there after a few days…. 

 

That’s so hard. 

 

She has back pain. She built her own bed because she wanted to build her own bed because 

she has back pain so she built it from a box and….she helps to…she loves to help these people 

because she doesn’t want them to go through all this suffering 

 

So you’re obviously helping a lot of people with physical ailments…I’m going to move 

slightly closer if that’s okay…you obviously help lots of people with physical ailments, 

are you also helping some people who are very sad very depressed or anxious or maybe 
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they have seen violence…maybe they are quite traumatised by it—are you also helping 

with mental illness as well? 

 

So, um yeah, if someone is distressed she would help out at the situation, she would help her 

speak out. 

 

Yeah...there must be a lot of people who are struggling emotionally, I would imagine, do 

you think, it must be a big, big problem that everyone is dealing with all the time. 

 

So because there’s lots of mothers that have been through trauma because they have lost their 

children, their families; she doesn’t like to talk with them about these topics because it’s very 

traumatic and it upsets them. 

 

It’s traumatic…yeah. 

 

So they have this kind of relationship where young ladies -[inaudible].  She tries to mediate 

family issues, family problems, she gives advice to people with young…how they sort their 

family problems, how to deal with their mother-in-law, to be wise, because… 

 

Yeah, always.. I know that in Britain men are very bad at talking about this stuff—-do 

you have men talk to each other, or do you have men coming to you as well? 

 

So…she’s saying that it actually depends because you find that some women love to talk about 

their problems, other’s don’t, so it’s the same for men, but men more speak to men. 

 

To men, yeah, that sounds a bit like the UK. So you’ve said a lot of people have 

experienced a lot of grief and what..what extra help do you think people need because 

they’ve gone through such awful experiences because you’re probably…you’re all doing 

so much of supporting each other but what other support does there need to be to help 

people 

 

Mental health…sanitation…the water is really polluted and it’s really harming people here. And 

very expensive as well. Shey don’t even have money to buy water on a daily basis. so they don’t 

even have money to do check-ups […] 

 

Ahhh, so, she’s saying there’s no [inaudible] for younger kids because only [inaudible] for kids 

five and above so babies and children…go play there… 
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So her son and father have studied Islamic law, so one is taking care of the mosque…so every 

member of her family is helping in this camp and solving problems, so is her husband 

 

I feel like there must be a lot of people relying on you and that’s a big responsibility…but 

you also must feel like you have a big family as well… 

 

And when you get a little bit of precious time to yourself, what do you do when no one’s 

asking you anything? 

 

So, in this situation it feels like being away from home they are not able to take care of 

themselves but take care of others…she loves to do charity, she loves to help people more than 

helping herself…so, yeah….she even shares her medication with other people when she gets 

them from the…so even people from other camps come to learn her knitting, and she gets 

them medicine when she gets medicine herself…so there’s only knitting lessons in this camp, 

this camp and so women from other camps are coming here and she helps them. 

 

It has been such a pleasure to meet all three of you and to hear about your stories, and 

to hear about your knitting, and also your role of helping so many people. I think in five 

minutes I should go and help my colleagues play with the kids—[to translator] say that 

bit and then I’ll say the next question… 

 

But before that I’d just like to…we’re going to be taking back some of your messages to 

the British public, and I want to know whether there was something you’d like to be 

your message, either your hope for the future or reflections about what it’s like at the 

moment. 

 

She’s saying that she only wants the international community to help them go back to their 

homes, and to help them…because …the UN does not help everybody, and finally the 

bureaucracy thing…doing the papers are so difficult they are so difficult and they are afraid to 

go out, because they would take them and imprison them and then they would need bailing 

them out….so she’s saying that the refugee residence is supposed to protect them but it’s not, 

here, days, recently they came the police took sixty men put them in detention centre for two 

days, they were beaten and then they sent them back here. They just need protection from 

police…they make it impossible. Especially with this Kafala system…and they used their 

conditions ..so they have been using them in labour as well, not paying them, blackmailing 

them, so they’re not even paying them the right amount of… 
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So, I guess you’re saying that there needs to be some political change that the 

international community needs to be helping on a political level, but also that we need 

to make sure that people know about the brutality and unfairness with which some of 

the people in these countries are being treated…so it’s a very political message. …sorry I 

just need to stop him getting in the clay…sorry sorry…we need this for later…so sorry…. 

 

I’m sorry, this is a sensitive situation, please say I’m sorry for running off … I’m sorry… 

 

She’s saying they need protection from the UN here, and just to help them to make their stay 

here more feasible,  and to give them IDs…because when there’s no more conflict in Syria they 

can go back. 

 

Because everyone wants to go back, right? 

 

She’s concerned about them taking the men because…problems…so because come here 

recently [inaudible] was jailed in Tripoli and they just look for charities so they can pay the 

$1000 bill…so the bail is $1000. If she had $1000 she’d be staying at home, not even…yeah and 

in the winter, like… 

 

It’s very difficult to live in this camp. So, they can actually…it’s less difficult in the summer…in 

the winter it’s going to be… 

 

It’s hard. It’s hard.  

 

They were living in a tent with no proper base so when it snowed the snow kind of went up in 

the rooms….there were ten people living in the tent….they’re saying that in Syria before the 

conflict, they welcomed Iraqis, they welcomed Kuwaitis, they welcomed Palestinians and 

Lebanese, they treated them with dignity, they did not place them in tents and camps. But here 

they have no value they just place them in the camp, in the tent. 
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On motherhood and romantic relationships 

Hajj Hasan collective shelter 
 

[inaudible]  She’s been here a couple of months and before she was...and then she found this 

place.  

 

We thought it’d be nice to introduce ourselves and hear a little about each of you and 

tell you something about why we’re asking… 

 

Thank you so much for welcoming us into the community. 

 

Welcome 

 

Thank you. My name is Paula. I’m from Slovakia. This is my friend Georgia. 

 

Hi, I’m Georgia I’m an artist and a teacher and I come from England, and Paula and I are 

conducting a research project about displaced Syrian people in Lebanon and finding out 

about their lives and everyday experiences. 

 

[translator] I’m saying that the main aim of your...is to give a clear picture to the public in 

Britain and she’s asking me, are they going to be honest about it are they going to give a real 

picture and are they going to change the truth? 

 

We would like it as much as possible to be in your words. So you can tell us what your 

experience is and that’s what we’ll put forward. We’re not going to be changing it or 

altering it. We’re using a voice recorder so that we can record your voices and responses 

to our questions and use this as part of our project. Is that okay? Would anyone be 

more happy if we weren’t recording? 

 

They’ve been on TV before and they didn’t get anything. So those who don’t want voices to be 

recorded are not going to participate. The last time they’ve been on TV and the people 

recorded them, they took the part that they wanted to take, and they said the part that 

concerned their struggle out of the video. [three women leave the gatherin]. 

 

I understand and I would like to say on behalf of Georgia and Saffa and [inaudable] that 

we are here because we are - 
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It didn’t really address their problems 

 

I can really hear this, and what I would like to ask you...(general laughter) ... I would 

really like it if we could … together, we’ve asked a group of women to come together to 

talk about what problems you might be having, and I’d like you to set the pace of this 

discussion ... what is it that you want to tell us about being here, and we’ll talk about 

that, because you’re right we don’t want to be guiding this too much, I want to hear 

what you, and all of you think are the important things that we should be talking about. 

 

It’s mainly the husbands.. the residency for the men and sons to be legal here and find job, and 

education also. These are the main problem. So most of the families are in debt, they can’t pay 

the rent. It’s too expensive...no hot water, no bathrooms. So they work day and night and they 

just provide the rent. And they...not enough to eat, last ten months they had people asking 

them and they didn’t get anything...and it takes time for people to react but actually it’s been 

three and a half years. So people are in debt and many people have to pay for four months, six 

months...everyone here, everyone...this house is 400,000 and she can’t work and she can’t 

provide. 

 

...She doesn’t have any income...it’s again the same thing, like yesterday, they don’t trust 

anyone...she said I came here but I’m not really sure whether I should come and 

participate...they hear that there’s a lot of money being paid for the Syrians...where is it? How 

can the people ask...where’s the UN, where’s the support that we’re told about? 

 

That’s partly the reason why we’re here because we’re from the UK and we feel that the 

media representation of your situation isn’t being communicated accurately and fully, 

so we hope to communicate your voices and hopefully push for some greater awareness 

and change. 

 

She gets the help from the UN but it’s not enough…she got scratched out a year and a half.. 

 

What happened, what happened when, what happens then—because we don’t really 

know, what happens when you get scratched out? Have you got no support since then? 

 

So for the food...she’s got four children and they’re all six, eight, and for the last 18 months she 

has been scratched out from the UN, so she can’t get access to food. 

 

Does your husband have a job? 
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Work. so it’s not stable. One day he’s got work, one day he doesn’t…. So she’s got ...and also 

the Lebanese employers are not paying the workers.  

 

Are some of the women working as well?  

 

If they can have the chance to work they will do it no problem, they will learn. They will do 

anything: cleaning, embroidery. Anything they will do it. 

 

Were you doing that in Syria, did you have work or were you full-time mothers and 

taking care of the household? 

 

They didn’t work in Syria at all they were much happier, they didn’t have to work. They had 

very… 

 

We’d really like to hear...we’ve asked to speak to women because we’re really 

interested in women’s struggles and women’s voices and your problems...as women, 

what would you say is your biggest daily struggle?  So we know about the problems in 

general….  So you’re raising lots of children and lots of you are probably doing that in 

very different spaces than at home. How is it being a mother in this particular…? 

 

Very, very difficult. She feels she can’t...outside the house anywhere, there isn’t room to let 

kids out. The kids get in fights together inside. They get fights together outside. The youngest is 

four, the oldest is twelve.  They were playing in the car, trying to drive it.  

 

And have any of you had children since arriving in Lebanon? 

 

One. Two. She’s got a baby, six months. 

 

And did you get the support you needed? Did you go to hospital, or did you have your 

child in this space? 

 

The UN covered everything. They keep hearing...the doctors usually make these comments.. 

that they say “you’re here in this situation and you get pregnant too?” And they hear the taxi 

driver talking...they hear all these comments from the doctors like “why are you getting 

pregnant, why would you get pregnant in this situation?” and she said she was trying not to 

have kids, but it happened….people always say this to them: “You’re in a situation where you 

shouldn’t bring children – shouldn’t have more children.”  
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So, are the doctors telling you to use contraceptives? Or what are they suggesting? 

 

Her daughter went to do some tests and she’s pregnant, and the doctor told her to do the test 

and she said the test is too expensive and he said “so why did you get pregnant if the tests are 

too expensive?” She said there’s a kind of tablet that’s meant to make the contraception 

stronger, but actually it’s an abortion. 

 

And are you getting any help after having the baby? Are you getting post-natal support? 

 

No. Nothing. Nothing...they don’t support them after the birth….she’s been running between 

three hospitals but nobody helped her….her son is six years old and they refused to accept him 

to hospitals because he doesn’t have an ID, he needs an operation...she paid for him.. so people 

helped her, she had to borrow the money and she did it on her own. 

 

Is there someone in the community who has experience of health-care, who you can 

approach if you have a headache or a graze? 

 

She’s suggesting a centre for...they don’t have really easy access to the health centre or the 

doctor, and when they get to the health center they have to wait for hours to get… 

 

And since arriving has...the situation is very difficult. Has the situation made the relationships 

with your partners/husbands very difficult or has it brought you together? 

 

It hasn’t changed. She says “I don’t have a man, I’m not married but it’s got worse”. She says 

“the good person stays a good person”. She says, “no. She says, her husband’s always 

been….she feels like she can’t talk to him. He can’t find work and he’s sick so she feels like she 

can’t approach him easily like before. The husbands are under the pressure of the rent or being 

afraid to be caught by security so always the only way to let this pressure out is sometimes the 

kids and the wife. To an extent they’ve become not worried about eating and drinking, the 

main concern is the house rent, especially men because they don’t want to deal with the 

[inaudible], they see them and that has become a priority 

 

It seems like you all have a very close relationship, you seem to know each other very 

well, do you confide in each other about very intimate things? 

 

Her sister in law….because of the crisis she couldn’t see her in Syria but she got to know her 

here in Lebanon...they’re very close to each other. Her three daughters got married here in 

Lebanon. Eighteen, nineteen, and the one who is fifteen is engaged. 
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And how did they meet their partners? 

 

Definitely Syrian. A cousin actually.  

 

And could you tell us a bit about the wedding? What did you…. 

 

Her sister’s wedding is tomorrow...she didn’t celebrate her daughter’s weddings, she didn’t do 

any occasion. 

 

And how are these two little girls getting on, how are they finding---are they going to 

school or? 

 

They don’t go to school….maybe for two months only, her daughters are traumatised actually 

and her daughters don’t go out because they have [inaudible] the crisis...her sons joined the 

school last year and he says he was afraid to go inside the classroom….they’re all registered 

because she’s a new…so she’s registered, but they haven’t given her a pass. All three families 

are scratched out but the rest are registered and her son also… 

 

And do you have much contact with Lebanese women in the area? Do you have some 

friends or - ? 

 

The only close contact or relation that they’ve got is with the shopkeeper, and they exchange 

visits. They know their neighbours but they don’t really mix with them… 

 

Can I ask some more about this shopkeeper? Do you get the things that you need? 

 

Sometimes they can get some goods and they can pay her later when they have the money. She 

exchanges goods with this person.   

 

Is there anything that….It seems that a lot of people have come here to talk to you? Is 

there anything that you feel they haven’t asked you, and that you would like to speak 

about? 

 

She’s saying that actually employees come in here and they write down things but nothing 

happens and these people come to do their jobs and get their salaries. [inaudible] Once...they 

used to get them a lawyer so that a lawyer could explain to them the process of registration 

and all of this but it’s not… 
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Is it important to clarify that we’re not salaried to be here, we’re just really here to hear 

their voices and to raise more awareness...do you want to just clarify that? 

  

 [inaudible] 

 

Is anyone here trying to move on--do families move to other places? 

 

So they don’t get anything here...so that other camps they get…. 

 

 [inaudible] 

 

… we are going to different locations and we have to leave, but is there anything more 

you would like to say to us? 

 

She is asking, are they going to get anything in return? The money will come to the UN, and the 

UN will get the money, and… 

 

We will do our best to communicate your voices…A big thank you for the time you have 

given us. We are very grateful that you have welcomed us in your home and been very 

honest. 

 

Would you prefer that people didn’t come? But if no-one visits you, no-one hears your 

story, and I think that’s why… 

 

It’s true that there’s a lot of support, but they don’t get anything. [translator explains about the 

situation, and that one woman speaking had to borrow $800 to leave her country] 
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Relying on the kindness of strangers 
Bar Elias informal settlement 
 

 

She’s been here for three years and a half, two years and a half in a house but then she couldn’t 

pay the rent so she had to move to the camp and she’s been here for a month. 

 

And is this a lot cheaper? 

 

$ (inaudible) and the UN hasn’t given her the kit yet, the wood and... She needs a stove, she 

needs...they promised to bring her but they haven’t…$900...around $1000...she bought it from 

the people who were there, they left and she bought this. 

 

Do you know where they left to?  

 

They went to another camp. Ah, there are three camps, and they don’t pay for the electricity or 

the land, but here they pay for the electricity and the tent rent, here you need to pay $100 a 

month, but other camps are free. Just this camp they have to pay him. 

 

Does this camp have more facilities than the other camp? What are you paying for? 

 

She used to live in a house but there were camps around her, and she used to see that the 

other camps used to get more aid and more help. She doesn’t think that this one has more 

facilities. But because her siblings are here, so she.. 

 

Did you have the choice to go to the other camp where you don’t pay rent or electricity? 

 

I think she came here because of her sisters and brothers. She doesn’t know anyone there. You 

need to have some pulls to be accepted you know in the new camp. She’s got some support 

here, this is why she’s here. So whenever an NGO comes for a visit they ask them for stove, for 

wood. This is how she heats up the whole thing from...she needs fuel. They promised her but 

until now...she’s got two boys, 18 and 16, and 3 girls, and a boy who is dead, and a daughter-in  

who is pregnant.  

 

Ah, so they had to leave from the house...she used to pay $300 for the house and it’s 50 or 60 

for the electricity. 300 for the month. And the house didn’t have windows and it wasn’t 

finished. This place is warmer than the place she was...but the main reason she left the house 
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was because he put up the rent. So an NGO came and offered that they were going to finish the 

house...but with one condition that if they fix it for the landlord then they have to stay for the 

year, but the landlord refused. 

 

Has another family moved into the space now?  

 

So they got this NGO that they would rent the house for a year or have a contract for a year, on 

the condition that they’d stay there for free, but then the landlord would come and ask for half 

of the rent. 

 

She’s asking whether we can help her with a heating stove...or some land-rent or some building 

kit? 

 

I’m afraid that we are just here to document the living conditions.  

 

It’s not a very good life. The river is really smelly. She compared her life as from between 

flowers, to this river.  So everyday … she goes to the same shopkeeper who sometimes...she 

borrowed $1000 from her. She was with the UN, she….and then they scratched. 

 

Does anyone explain why?  

 

They do that to many people. They don’t provide them with...anything. They don’t give any 

excuses for that. In the past these cards helped her a lot. 

 

How did you establish a relationship with the Lebanese shop-keeper? 

 

From the neighbourhood where she used to live. They met her as a shopkeeper. She 

empathises with people so people go to her because she’s very tolerant. So they’re very good 

people, also her brother. They are great. They help us, even if you don’t pay them immediately 

they give you what you need. 

 

Have they come here? 

 

Those who have got cards from the UN, they buy things from Khadja [the shopkeeper] ...if they 

buy a lot of things she can send a car..so they get a free delivery for their stuff. But she has 

never visited them.  

 

Have you been to her home or have you just interacted with her in the shop? 
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When she used to live in the house, she knows her parents. They’re very respectable people 

and they really empathise with the Syrians. Some people do not sympathise with displaced 

people, but they do. 

 

Thank you for telling us your story.  
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The altruistic shopkeeper 

Bar Elias village 

 
So if you calculate the amount of money that they owe her, all the Syrians, it would be over 50 

million Lebanese lira. [Explains that she has allowed the Syrian families to build this huge debt.] 

Do you want me to ask her why?  

 

If a woman comes and she wants bread for her kids and she would tell her that she doesn’t 

have money, she can’t tell her to put the bread back because she knows, she’s got kids and she 

needs to feed them… 

 

The numbers are really huge, it’s not just one woman or two, it’s a lot….because I know that 

there are - people get really very small amount of money so either they’re going to eat with this 

money or sometimes their children get sick and they need to buy medicine, if they need to buy 

medicine they cannot….and also they’ve been really reliable, they’ve been really honest. When 

they don’t have money they say that they don’t have money, and when they have money they 

pay her immediately, so they’re reliable. 

 

So do you keep records of everyone and what they spend? 

 

She does this on a daily basis. She can tell from what they want to buy that they’re not buying 

luxuries. It’s bread and fruit and she writes it down.  

 

And how is she managing to cope with this financially, the debt? 

 

She’s got hope. She rents property too and she rents this property, so whatever she doesn’t 

make here she makes from property. She says it’s not the only camp, in the other camp they 

know her also.  

 

Are you worried about this news of your generosity spreading to other communities too 

and them coming here and it being too much? 

 

Aometimes she has to actually borrow money...when they don’t have enough money, she 

doesn’t have enough money sometimes…so when she wants to bring goods to her shop also it’s 

a bigger supermarket that would also give her goods and take the money later from her. 

And do you explain to them why or…? 
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She’ll explain the situation to the other person and say the people haven’t paid me back yet, 

but she doesn’t say it’s the Syrians, she doesn’t mention the nationality, she says people have 

to pay me but she doesn’t say which people. Even on her record she wouldn’t write Syrian...and 

even the Lebanese borrow things from her. Pay her back later. So the UN should bring a 

machine for her? For their cards? Because they also come with their cards here...so they 

promised her and...those who have got the cards that they’re going to spend or cash those 

cards here, and she’s waiting because she doesn’t have the machine here. 

 

Is the machine coming? 

 

They promised her. She signed the contract with the UN. The problem is with the bank, the 

bank is not giving permission. If she goes to the bank here they send her to the one in Beirut, if 

she goes to the one in Beirut they send her back to Bar Elias. 

 

And why is the bank holding up the process? 

 

She doesn’t know. She opened an account… 

 

So just bureaucratic delays? 

 

They told her that they’re changing the machines. So once they cash the money here it goes to 

her account.  

 

And how long have you had this shop? 

 

Seven years. 

 

And what did you do before?  

 

In the field...planting vegetables. And I opened this shop and I’m dealing with my Syrian 

brothers and sisters. They [shop assistants] help me, the Syrians help me also--she’s Syrian. The 

guys are Syrian but she’s Lebanese, her friend. That’s her brother.   

 

So did you live in Bar Elias before the Syrian community came here? 

 

She’s from Bar Elias.  
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So I would like to know a little bit more about her impression of the impact on the 

community when the Syrians came? 

 

She thinks that most of the Syrians are in Bar Elias and here they’ve got a lot of Syrians. This 

neighbourhood.  Apart from the camps, all this neighbourhood is full of Syrians. 

 

Displaced Syrians? But were there Syrians here before the crisis?    

 

Syrians used to come because they feel at home here, they feel more welcome here. They used 

to do agricultural work. But because of the crisis, many stayed, but not all of them are used to 

work, especially women, they’re not used to work. Now it has become more difficult for the 

Syrians, so in the past it was easy for them to find jobs but now it’s become more difficult to 

find a job. 

 

Why, because there are no more jobs? 

 

No more jobs. They were also worried about security issues, in case the Syrian person is a 

trouble-maker or...so they want to see legal documents.  

 

Did it get better?  

 

So there’s more people and Khadija says it’s got much better because of the community. There 

were only like ten houses in the area before. I’m asking if before was better with ten houses or 

no. 

 

Whether it’s Lebanese or Syrians, the same difficult circumstances, they all have the same 

problems because there are more people now and everyone is working for their families and to 

feed the kids.  

 

She told them, ‘one day if you go back to Syria, take me with you, because it seems like you 

can’t live without me.’  

 

So you have a very close personal relationship with some of the families?  

 

Yes. 

 

And did you get to know them in the shop here, or how did you come into contact with 

them? 
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Ah, when she gets ill, they come and visit her, so she feels like they have become a family.  So 

she understands their circumstances. 

 

Do you invite some of them into your home?  

 

Once she had a party and she invited them to the party. 

 

What was the party to celebrate? 

 

Her brother’s wedding. When they have also parties they invite her. 

 

So do you spend time in the settlements as well? 

 

Even some of the families who emigrated abroad through the UN, they’re still in contact with 

her. 

 

OK. Where have they emigrated to?  

 

Venezuela, Germany,  

 

And they stay in touch via Whatsapp or… 

 

Whatsapp.  And she remembers all their names and…. 

 

From your impression, are they happier elsewhere? The ones that have left? 

 

They say life’s fine there, but they were happier in the camp.  She has about twenty houses that 

she rents to the Norwegian Foundation, one of the foundations, and she knows about twenty 

families here, and she’s closer with these families here in the area than those who live in her 

houses actually. 

 

Because you’ve been so warm and welcoming to the Syrian community...is it 

appropriate to ask how some of the Lebanese….? 

 

There’s no difference for her between a Syrian and a Lebanese, they’re actually the same. She 

doesn’t see a difference. 
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But some people do...is it worth making that distinction? That she might be quite rare? 

 

And do you have children of your own? 

 

She says they refuse to marry her, she’s been proposing to them and they say no. (Laughter). 

‘I’ve been doing all these nice things to them and nobody proposed yet, maybe I need to put 

some sugar in her bread!’ 

 

[They ask for permission to use her photo...she says yes.]  
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The grandfather of the community 

Bar Elias informal settlement 
 

We’d like to hear about you, and when you left Syria. 

 

2011. In September. 

 

And where are you from? 

 

Homs. 

 

And what was your livelihood in Homs? 

 

He used to sell chickens  

 

I’m curious about this because I was wondering if the settlements have animals…? 

 

Not at all. They’re not allowed.  

 

Okay. Interesting. So the landlord said you are not able to?  

 

Just cats.  

 

You have some cats. I’m curious about whether they’d like to have access to land where 

they can grow food and have animals? 

 

Of course. 

 

Have you tried to get access to…. 

 

So they barely can just pay for the shelter...so all of them work just to pay their rent of the tent.  

 

Do...when the people who live in the settlement...when they have to speak to the 

landlord, do they speak through you? Are you the mediator? 

 

Yes 
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Okay. Okay. And does the landlord …. 

 

He cannot allow anything to enter the camp if they don’t introduce themselves and tell what 

they are doing, and when there are doctors that they don’t know...they don’t let them in. 

 

So, when the NGOs approach you and say people like us are coming, can you say no? 

 

He can’t say no. Just if civilians are coming in he can ask them who are you and what do you 

want. So he has to check actually the background of the NGO, they need to check that first 

before they let them in 

 

And how do they go about verifying that? 

 

The NGOs are well known, so they just take the phone-number and the names, they check with 

the UN they check with other names and then…. 

 

I see. Do you deal with a lot of...if there’s a conflict in the settlements between the 

neighbours or between the families do you get involved to make peace? 

 

So they come and complain to him.  

 

Can you ask how he was chosen? 

 

Because he started the settlement, as I understand it, and effectively became Shawishe, 

but go ahead and clarify - 

 

Because he doesn’t have a job. Because he started the camp. And because he was here from 

the very beginning. They elected him. 

 

Democratically. So do you feel like a grandfather to the community, do you take care of 

everyone? 

 

Yeah...he wants to be there for aid and help, just to distribute things equally. 

 

Do you host weekly meetings where you get together with some of the households to 

discuss issues?  

 

They have...they do where they talk, and they talk about their problems. 
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And when there are big decisions to be made so if something needs to be done to the 

infastructure of the camp, do they have to all vote on it? Or would that be a bit too complex?  

 

If it’s something related to one tent or one shelter, then it’s up to the person. What kind 

of…? 

 

I was thinking more of plumbing… 

 

They don’t have proper sewage systems. He wants to tell me about the problems that they’ve 

got 

 

We’re listening. 

 

The holes that they’ve got in the bathrooms are plumbing. So they come every fifteen days, 

every two weeks. The UN...they come and suck the thing...the pumping...it’s just the sewage 

system that they need to be fixed actually. It’s one of the pressing problems that needs to be 

addressed actually. Just a proper sewage system. 

 

Does he feel like it’s being addressed? Is there a process in place to do that? 

 

When they want to have a shower they have one small bucket...so there’s just a sewage 

system, they need pipes...they need the whole sewage goes from the camp to the...it needs 

support.  The landlord offered to give them a piece of land and they would make a huge hole in 

the land, so all the sewage from two camps goes into there and then the municipality would 

come once a month and..suck that up… 

 

So what happened…? 

 

Now here’s another problem, the light isn’t enough. 

 

So what do you do, do you have torches? 

 

Lighters. 

 

Do you use candles indoors? 

 

We’ve got enough light inside, he says, it’s outside, it’s dark actually. 
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Is it a security problem?  

 

They need to know who is approaching because it gets really dark. Other camps do have these 

lights.  

 

Do you feel like there is a process?  

 

So they’ve got dogs and things and they can’t see a dog...it’s happened before. 

 

I’m really sorry to interrupt, it seems that they’ve pushed forward our departure time. 

 

He doesn’t talk about his personal problems. He talks about the others’ problems. It’s going to 

be a hard winter, it’s going to be freezing. They need wood. And they need insulation sheeting. 

They need fuel, they need coal, they need a lot of things to get ready for the winter. 

 

We will do our best to document these struggles and…. 

 

He said, we’re refugees whether we like it or not, and any refugee wouldn’t ask for a proper 

building, we need just the basic things.  

 

That’s very humble. Thank you very much.  
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Nadir’s autism 

Bar Elias informal settlement 
 

(sound of motors etc and background discussion. Clarification about whether UN could 

be approached to help with problem, of wanting to leave camp because of problem with 

kid. Now talking to family about their situation:) 

 

Has he had any conversation with UNHCR about it? 

 

He doesn’t know how to approach them. 

 

Would he be able to approach them via Khaled (the shawishe)? 

 

UN is not going to be responsible for that.  

 

It’s the neighbours actually who started it because of the child’s behaviour and so they weren’t 

very tolerant with it so they had a lot of arguments over 3 years, and each of the times the 

landlord said “it’s okay it’s okay, we’re going to solve it”, but then gave them the rent he paid, 

and said go out of the camp.   

 

The neighbours were complaining to the landlord as well as Khaled.  And then it reached the 

landlord.  

 

And is this the first settlement you have been in since arriving in Lebanon? 

 

It’s like the fourth one. 

 

Have you been moving because of this same problem? What’s the longest period of 

time you have managed to stay in this settlement? 

 

Here. 

 

And how long have you been here? 

 

Two years. 

 

Two years, now. Right.  
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He needs more…they need to pay for the land and for the tent and all the materials that they 

need to build, so it’s going to cost him over $1000, and he’s assuming or he’s fairly sure that the 

UN are not going to help him with that, so he’s asking me if they could help him with 

that...okay...he has saved up a little bit of money but he wants some help. 

 

So does he have an idea of where they would be moving to?  

 

Ah so you will be staying in the same settlement just changing neighbours? 

 

No leaving the whole camp and going to another camp, over there. There are six and he cannot 

afford to build up a new tent again. 

 

And do you own all the materials that the tent is built from? Could you take the 

materials and rebuild the tent over there? 

 

So if he’s going to dismantle it, it’s not going to be usable again actually. Because of all the holes 

in the materials...so it’s not possible to deconstruct and reconstruct a shelter.  He’s sold it 

already for 800,000 ...Lebanese pounds, but he needs someone to help him with rest of it.. 

 

So, he was beaten by another kid and he was even beaten by an adult who tore his clothes and 

he beat him... 

 

Do you think if you move to another location the situation will be better? The question 

was...they’ve moved now four times...do you think if you move to another location the 

situation will be better, or is it just a question of buying yourselves more time? 

 

He doesn’t have a choice. They’ve started to think that they need to imprison him inside the 

tent. 

 

What is your son’s name? 

 

Nadir, and Nadir means unique in Arabic.  

 

And how old is Nadir?  

 

Seven. 
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And has his behaviour got more disruptive since you’ve been in Lebanon? 

 

So he left in 2011. Okay, so he was two years old... he didn’t know that he’s autistic...  

 

He was given the chance to go to Canada, but then they asked him if he’d participated in some 

demonstrations and he said “yes I did”, so then they refused his file. He said “I wished I had lied 

to them”.  

 

When he was five years old they knew he was autistic. 

 

Has he been officially diagnosed by a doctor? 

 

Yes. he has. They took him to a doctor.  Yes. This is his behaviour. For autistic children this is 

normal...absolutely normal but the others aren’t patient with that because they don’t 

understand autism. 

 

Have there been any efforts to educate the neighbours in the community on his 

condition, because he’s less responsible for the negative side of it? 

 

He tried to talk to them to explain his situation, and even a psychologist or counsellor came to 

talk to them, but they don’t want to understand. He thinks that his son understands more than 

them actually. He has just explained that the neighbours are not trying to understand the 

situation. 

 

To the best of your knowledge are there any other children in the community who also 

have autism? 

 

There are little kids, and I envy other people because they go to school and everything. He has 

tried over 20 schools, but of course it’s not going to work so the longest he has stayed at a 

school was two days then they asked him to leave. 

 

Does Nadir have any regular contact with a psychologist or a case worker? 

 

Every week. Bar Elias. So he sees like two specialists… once a week.  

 

But he has no medication?  

 

He’s asking “can you help me and I said we will raise awareness… 
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We’re here to…. If you could possibly translate to him that the reason why we are here 

is to document the everyday struggles of people like you in these shelters, so that we 

can go back to the UK and make the people more aware, make the government aware 

make the NGOs aware, but we are not here to… 

 

He thinks he has got the biggest problems.  

 

Is this where you live? 

 

Thirteen. Thirty.  

 

I didn’t catch his name? 

 

Abdullah. 

 

And your wife is at home?... We will try to come to your shelter to your home before we leave, 

and we will try to raise awareness of your situation with Tatiana  

 

He said they can’t help with this situation they only help with food, and I said it’s 

possible that they may help…. 

 

Abdullah it was good to meet you. Bye Nadir. He’s speechless. 
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Nirreah’s shop 

Bar Elias informal settlement 
 

Her name is Nisreah. 

 

Nisreah, I’m Paula, nice to meet you. Do you live here as well?  

 

Yes. 

 

And is this the only shop in the settlement?  

 

It’s the only shop.  

 

And where do you buy these things to sell them here?  

 

So like special vans they come and bring her the stuff. 

 

Were you a shopkeeper back in Syria? 

 

In Homs they had different shops, they had carpet shops, they had clothes shops, they had 

shops like this.  She’s got three daughters. 

 

And your husband is here with you? 

 

He has a problem with his leg. He doesn’t have a knee. 

 

So this is your form of income? This is how you make your money? 

 

Yes. 

 

So this is where you sleep and here you have a kitchen and do you have a bathroom? 

 

Can we have a look? ….may I take a photo of your home? I’m taking photos so 

that...because we are documenting the lives of displaced lives of Syrians in Lebanon, and 

documenting it for the British public. 
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So this is a proper concrete floor….so did your husband build this home, or did you have 

help building it? 

 

Her husband and his brothers. 

 

They built this? 

 

She and.. I asked her about her house in Homs and it was like big, she said three bedrooms and 

a big area especially for guests. 

 

And in the winter is it warm enough in this sleeping area? 

 

Last winter they had only this (blankets on walls), they didn’t have this (insulation). 

 

Did they buy this or was this donated?  

 

She bought it.  Winter hasn’t started it yet but she thinks it’ll be better than last.. 

 

So do you feel fully prepared for winter? 

 

She is preparing herself for winter. 

 

Do you have a hob? A stove? 

 

I’m asking her about the curtains, that she has made them nicely...in Syria she had nicer than 

them...she is trying to make this home look like her place in Syria, so that’s why she’s trying to 

make it feel like more home, better than all the sheets they have so she bought the wool… 

 

And what would you like to do next, what are your next improvements, what’s your 

prority? 

 

She wants to put ceramics for the bathrooms 

 

And are you saving up for these investments? 

 

Yes she is saving up...for the curtains… She wants to fix the bathrooms also. 

 

And do you have reliable electricity and water? 
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Yeah, she’s got reliable...she’s got reliable water 

 

Do you have an idea of the cumulative cost of this entire house? 

 

Almost $1000. 

 

And where do you buy all of the things to cook with...do you go to Bar Elias? To buy 

ingredients? 

 

They have like a shop…on wheels…They rarely go outside the camp. 

 

When do you go outside the settlements, and for what reason? 

 

Rarely, she said rarely. 

 

Medical reasons...hospital...she feels like a stranger here. It’s not their country. So she is more 

comfortable staying…. 

 

Do you feel like you have a sense of community with the people living in the 

settlement? 

 

Coming from Homs...all of them coming from Homs helps a lot. 

 

And did you know them before you arrived here?  

 

Some of them she knew, some of them she got to know here. 

 

Do you feel that you have a community of women you can confide in and talk helpfully 

and intimately with? 

 

She has.  

 

Were your children born in Lebanon? 

 

This one in Syria and this one here. 

 

Where is your husband right now? 
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He went to his friends outside the camp. 

 

And is there a place like a community centre that you sometimes go to and spend time 

in?...like a communal shelter?  Like where everyone goes? 

 

So you just go to each other’s homes. They visit each other. 
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Insulating for winter 

Bar Elias informal settlement 
 

Shall we go to Khaled’s now, or do you want to visit another family? 

 

Let’s see if we stumble into anyone and they want to invite us in...improvise 

 

Khaled is this an empty shelter? 

 

They’re getting it ready for winter 

 

Oh hi… 

 

And you’re siblings. The brother is here, and his brother is here also: Imran, Omran.  

 

Hi…Paula...hello… 

 

She’s staying with her aunt while they’re getting it ready; and I see this insulation...where did 

you get this, from the UNHCR? 

 

They didn’t find…it was for free, but it’s another committee...a Kuwaiti committee..some kind 

of...but it’s not the UN 

 

So for the last winter you didn’t have insulation was it very cold? 

 

It was freezing last winter and they didn’t have any of this. 

 

Did you have any source of heat? 

 

Tthey had a stove….but even with a stove - 

 

And is it very hot in the summer? 

 

It was boiling. 

 

And how many winters have you had in the settlement without any insulation?  
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This is the second 

 

Would it be alright if I took photos of the insulation? I’ll explain the reason why we’re 

here […] 

 

This is the third year….the men came before but she came later…It was in another camp, but 

the tents flood and the tent also broke down.  

 

So you had to leave all of the materials there to start afresh? 

 

Most of it was broken but they got these things with them 

 

Did you have any assistance? 

 

Another organization.  

 

How did you go about getting that financial assistance? 

 

They didn’t pay. The committee paid for them. 

 

But how did the committee know that you were in need? 

 

So they knew what happened in the previous camp, and they helped them move to this camp. 

 

They’re saying that the wood is nice….so, it’s 8 x 6. 

 

Where did you buy this ? Is this an advertising billboard or…. 

 

So the committee gave them, Sawa committee or some other organisation, and the other one 

they bought. 

 

And where did you buy this? 

 

Shops in Zaleh. 

 

So there are shops dedicated to selling this material now? 

 

Yes.  
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And can I ask how much they paid for it? 

 

Like a dollar and a half per metre.  

 

And what is your next big investment...what would you like to improve next? 

 

They need like another...they need more wood just to strengthen it ...it’s difficult for them to 

get one more. 

 

Difficult in what way, because it’s expensive? 

 

It’s expensive. 9,000. And they need like 4 or 5. 

 

And they each cost 9,000? 

 

Yes 

 

May I ask did the UNHCR provide you with anything when you arrived here? Did you get 

any...pack? 

 

He’s saying that the UN hasn’t helped at all, it’s the Sawa committee or the Sawa organisation… 

 

And how many of you are living in this home? 

 

Four - Four or five. 

 

What about your parents? 

 

They can’t come to Lebanon. 

 

And how do you keep in contact with them? 

 

Telephone. 

 

So do you talk daily on the telephone or do you WhatsApp? 

 

WhatsApp. 
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And do you all have mobile telephones? 

 

They’ve got only one phone and they have another brother who lives next to them and he’s got 

one  

 

So every ten tents, they have access to the internet or cable. 

 

And when you go on the internet what do you do? 

 

Like everyone else! (laughing) 

 

Do you have social media accounts? 

 

Yes 

 

Interesting...(so many questions to ask, how to take this?) 

 

No one has a job here 

 

And did you go to school back in Syria? 

 

They couldn’t finish school. 

 

And so you don’t have access to school here? 

 

It’s going to cost them money to go to school..but I’m saying that the school’s for 

free...okay….they think it’s going to cost them money, I’m not sure of the situation. 

 

They just doubt the certificate that they think will cost money. I’m not sure about the school 

actually 

 

I wonder if it’s a question of the cost of getting there, or the cost of tuition..? 

 

OK they don’t want to spend a lot of effort on a certificate ...that won’t be acceptable in Syria. 

 

And would you like to have work, to find work in the area? 
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They would like, sure. 

 

Have you tried to find work or is it…? 

 

They couldn’t find a job. 

 

Are there no jobs available or do you think it’s because the jobs are reserved for the 

Lebanese?  

 

There are a lot of Syrian workers now, so that’s why. And usually in winter they have less jobs. 

So usually in winter they don’t have work 

 

So your friends and neighbours who do work, what kind of jobs do they do? 

 

Workers. In construction.  

 

So right now you’re very busy with building or rebuilding this for winter...when you’re 

not busy constructing the shelter, how do you spend your days….? 

 

They sit outside or they look for a job. They don’t find a job.  I asked if they have friends outside 

the camp. 

 

And are these friends Syrians or have you managed to find Lebanese near your own 

age? 

 

I asked them how did they get to know them and they said just going outside, from the shops. 

 

Do you have any questions for us? 

 

No. 

 

Thank you very much 
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Exchanging labour for land 

Kfar Qahel informal settlement 
 

Would it be alright with you if I recorded your conversation so that I don’t have to take 

notes and it’s your voice unedited? 

 

Okay. 

 

Before you came to Lebanon what did you do for a living in Syria? 

 

He had a bakery shop. 

 

And how many people did you employ in your bakery? 

 

Three. 

 

And when did you have to leave Syria to come to Lebanon?  

 

In June 2012. Things got worse in April. Destruction, war. So they had to leave and that was his 

first time. He came here by himself first. He left has family in another area, not the same area 

but another area, in the countryside of Homs. He’s got four children and a wife, he left them 

there. Six months later, once he managed to have a tent he brought them. 

 

Are you living with them here? 

 

Yes. 

 

Was this the first place you settled when you came to Lebanon? 

 

He kept moving the tent actually but it’s the same area. 

 

How did you find this land and get access to it? 

  

His friends were here before and they told him about it. 

 

In this particular settlement? 
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He didn’t know anything about Lebanon he didn’t know a place, or where to go, so his friends 

asked him to come to this place. 

 

So when you arrived how big was the settlement? 

 

It wasn’t big, there were like five tents in the area. 

 

Who does the land belong to, do you have to pay rent? 

 

Two landlords here. They don’t pay for rent, they pay for water and electricity. He has to pay 

for the electricity, the one for the government and the one...you know, the extra. 

 

Does an NGO pay for the rent? 

 

The landlord refuses to take the rent, and in return they help him with his work. He’s got all of 

the land and he’s got bricks...and so they help him. I was saying this in return on a daily basis? 

And he said no, when he’s got a lot of work and he’s stuck and he asks for help. 

 

How long are the commissions, sorry, the hours? 

 

Now it’s the olive harvest. Sometimes he pays them for the work. It’s like a day every ten days 

 

Do you have a good relationship with him? 

 

Yes. He helps them also for any accident...he just supports them. 

 

Does he support you financially as well? 

 

No. They feel safe here in this area and he supports them all the time; so when they get 

stopped by the check-point he goes there and supports them, and also he stopped the police 

from coming and checking. He said “the people I know here very well and I’ve got their names”, 

so he stopped this process. 

 

How many shelters are there all together? 

 

One sector for this landlord, another one for another landlord--seventeen. Three plots, here 

there, and that one. 
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Is it three different landlords? 

 

Two 

 

Are the conditions of the other plots different? Do they pay rent? 

 

Both of them they don’t pay. 

 

And do you interact--is the other settlement just there, can they see it? Is it within eye-

sight?  

 

It’s just separated --….his house is there, the landlord, and behind his house...there is a camp 

zero tent. And they asked people to leave, so these displaced people also he brought them 

here--so the other landlord maybe he wants his land soon and he wants them to move from it, 

so he’s going to try and bring them to his land and to the other part. 

 

And how do you feel about….at the moment you have quite a bit of space, compared to 

the other settlements it’s a little bit more dispersed--how do you feel about having 

more people in this space? 

 

It’s going to be difficult for them-like the three over there are very close to each other. The 

landlord sometimes needs the land for his work, for the brick factory, or they’ve got ….they 

built it around his work actually, it depends on the landlord’s needs, so if he wants to work in 

this place they can’t have a tent here. This is a road, they can’t have a tent here. And other 

places he needs to put some iron, so they can’t….okay so the bricks factory...he wants to move 

his factory to that space also...it’s not up to them how to choose where to stay, and he’s been 

nice enough not to ask them for money. He has moved his tent three times, and sometimes he 

decides to work on this land and he moves it to another place. 

 

So you have to deconstruct and reconstruct your shelter. 

 

So he has given him, this guy he has told him he can stay in it for a year. He hopes that after a 

year he will build his own house here. 

 

How difficult is it to deconstruct and reconstruct with the same materials? 
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It takes a week. So yeah...all the material won’t be in good condition once he deconstructs it, so 

he needs to buy. Sheets, and put the cement on the floor, and the sewage things--so he starts 

from scratch each time. 

 

Where does he stay when he’s deconstructing and reconstructing? 

 

He just distributes his wife and kids in different neighbouring tents…. 

 

Is that the situation for a lot of your neighbours, do they often have to move? 

 

No...they feel like they’re threatened they’re not secure because one day he will come and say 

“I want my land please”. 

 

And how much notice does he give you is it one week or one month? 

 

Less than a month. The other landlord gave the people 15 days. 

 

That’s a very difficult thing to ask you to do, what’s the interaction like, do you try to 

compromise or negotiate, or can you do that?  

 

They understand that he needs to work. He can’t do it to him and when he asks them to do that 

it’s just because he really needs to work it, it’s not because he doesn’t want them...and he’s 

been nice enough not to ask for money from them, and why would they make his life difficult. 

 

And I’m interested to know how you became a Shawishe?  

 

Everyone likes him here and he helps them out and he likes to help people so if someone needs 

a hospital he goes with them he shows people the way whatever they ask he’s always the first 

to help. The landlord at the beginning didn’t want the UN or other organisations to come to 

this, but he talked to him and he convinced them that they want the other organisations to 

come. The landlord wasn’t happy about the UN in the beginning because he was under the 

impression that they weren’t really good people, they cause trouble, but they talk to him...I 

can’t say that the UN hasn’t done anything to us but we got something after a lot of hard work, 

you know we had to ask a lot for it to get something from the UN….All of them are 

registered...a big part of them...they don’t warn them that they’ve been scratched out so they 

take the card they go to buy something and then they find out when they call them they told 

them we stopped it for you. 
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Do they give you a reason why that happened? 

 

They told them that some people need it more than you. 

  

He’s talking about the medical care also...and they wouldn’t let them in the hospital 

unless they paid before. 

 

That’s for treatments for Lebanese or? 

 

It’s the same treatment for Lebanese...but they’re covered by the UN, they should let them in 

...the government does not sympathise with their situation, he feels that the government wants 

them to be out. His daughter seven years old she fell down and broke her arm...he took her to a 

hospital in Tripoli and they are associated with the UN; they wanted an x-ray and she needed 

an operation, and then they asked him to go to pay $200--I told him I was registered with the 

UN--they say so we have to wait and we’ll get in touch with the UN and when we get their 

approval--he had to wait for seven hours. So at the beginning they asked for $200 and when 

they knew it was the UN they made him pay 500. 

 

And did the UN cover that cost? 

 

The operation cost more...he had to pay $500 and the rest was covered by the UN--he told her 

that the operation cost 2 million which is more than $1200--but he had also to pay for the 

injections not the injections the things they had to install in her arm. They asked him to come 

back after 15 days...after 15 days they need to take the things out, the supports...and then they 

asked her for $1200 for taking out the things...and then they asked him to call the UN….and 

then they said once we get the approval we’ll let you know. A week later, he got there, and he 

discovered that they hadn’t sent the request. He had to apply again. It took him a month. Then 

he got the approval but they made him pay $120 and they told him that the UN paid the 

rest….and everyone has got the same story, everyone is going through this, everyone is 

suffering from this. 

 

Do you think the people in the medical institution are just using the situation, exploiting 

the situation? 

 

He thinks that they could be...twice...that’s what he feels, they always delay to send the 

request so maybe that will put pressure on the people to pay it themselves and then they send 

it and then they come to pay it again. 
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And have you highlighted this issue to the UN? 

 

Many times. Nothing.  

 

Is there anyone in the community who you can approach if there is a medical issue that 

doesn’t need surgical intervention? 

 

There’s a doctor who helps them, he’s Lebanese, he helps them all the time but the help is 

limited to, as a clinic so whatever as a clinic, so when someone needs to be referred to the 

hospital he would tell them, he gives them medicines also….they pay 20 thousand for 

consultations...so the closest medical centre is 15, 20 km away.. He said it’s exactly the same if I 

need to take a car to get to the medical centre...and then I need to pay the car...and I go to that 

doctor, because it’s the same thing and he gives us the...To his understanding, if there 

are...2000 refugees they should help them, and he thinks that in this area there’s more than 

2000 so they should have a clinic accessible to everyone here. Every 20,000 people they’re 

entitled to have a hospital...international criteria, UN criteria, and every person is entitled to 

35L of water...so this is an international criteria based on that... 

 

 I asked him if he had been to school. He said to 9th grade. 

 

And your children did they go to school in Syria? 

 

They were young there...they go to a private school here...they went to public schools for 2 

years but he felt like they weren’t getting anything. 

 

Was that the second shift program? 

 

Yes. They used to arrive at night, and ...then he decided to put them in a private school and 

they gave him a discount because he’s a refugee, and he pays 200,000 Lebanese lire per month 

for both of them...but with the buses it’s difficult for the kids because it’s a very dangerous area 

for them to arrive at night….for two years they haven’t learnt anything. 

 

Because the curriculum in the second shift isn’t that rigorous? 

 

Because of the numbers...the teachers...in one classroom there are more than 30 kids. 

 

And this private school, where is it? 
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They go in the morning and they come back at 2 and they’re really doing well in school, they’re 

really learning it’s only his kids who go to this school. 

 

And everyone else? 

 

ublic school. If you want you can ask the parents about the education the kids get from public 

schools ...I’m asking what he does for a living, and he says he works for the supermarket, and 

the owner of the supermarket is the landlord’s brother, and he gives him about 20,000 a day 

...so in this way he works for them so he’s got a bit of money and also he pleases them so he 

could stay here...he doesn’t want to go out and pay rent. 

 

And do your neighbours have similar opportunities and access to jobs? 

 

People in this area know it’s a camp for Syrians and they’re young men and whenever people in 

the area want people to move furniture or….it’s not regular but they come here. 

 

So is your relationship with the local Lebanese community quite okay? 

 

Umm. They’ve been here for four, five years, they’ve met them, the good ones they’re still in 

touch with them, the bad ones they just kept away from them. 

 

I’d like to ask you a few questions about the utilities in the camp--about electricity, 

water, and sewage. 

 

Acceptable, the sewage, acceptable...an Italian organisation, they work for them, but still 

they’re not...they’re restricted to the landlord’s permission, so it all depends on the landlord’s 

permission whether they need to dig or….each family--this is [inaudible] by an Italian NGO so 

each family is entitled, each shelter is ensured 1000L of water. In some shelters there are more 

than one family, so two-three families, if they run out of water they have to buy the water. 

So the Italian company only does the water not the electricity or the sewage 

 

So they actually...they built the bathrooms for them, the toilets for them, they really wanted to 

do a lot of work with the sewage but it all depended on the landlord --the toilets, these are 

toilets. 

 

 These are communal toilets? 
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Communal. So every fifteen people they’ve got one--by UN criteria for every 15 people they’ve 

got one so this is what they’ve got. 

 

And in your shelter do you also have a toilet or? 

 

For showers yes inside the shelter, for toilets only this one.  

 

Do you prefer that it’s there, or would you prefer that it’s in your home? 

 

Inside. 

 

He says that they’re supposed to have the toilet and the tank on the toilet that’s supposed to 

get water, and a sink, but they only got the toilet...there’s a lot of things missing….the X 

Institute….they gave them sheets and wood. For winter. So they give them like ...ten...six of the 

wide ones and ten of these ones. 

 

He’s said is it’s fine for the wood, but when they give them the sheets they give them 2 or 3 

which is not enough for the roof or for this, and then they have to buy the sheets...some people 

sold their gas cylinder to get money for sheets. 

 

And where do you buy the sheeting from and how much does it cost? 

 

Tripoli...for the billboard...the whole thing the whole billboard...this size….some people would 

go to town actually because they’ve got bigger ones. 

 

So how much did all of the sheeting cost for your house? 

 

$300. 

 

And do you have insulation for your house? 

 

Only the wood and the sheets. 

 

So what is it like in the winter? 

 

Very cold. Every time we have a very difficult winter especially the wind...so they need more kit 

to strengthen the tent--they need more wood, they need more sheets, they need ropes….every 

winter one or two shelters collapse. 
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Because of the wind? 

 

Yes. Because also, they’re not that strong. 

 

How are you preparing for this winter? 

 

Like every year. We’re trying to fix things--always it will be the same. Sometimes during winter 

they flood, they flooded so the kids were covered in mud...it’s a muddy area, it’s near 

water...sometimes it’s too windy we cannot really keep the stoves on, the heating ones, 

because they are afraid of fire….they haven’t given them blankets for the last two years and 

they do use the blankets all the time because they get wet, and it’s been two years since they 

got any, and no winter clothes at all. There are a lot of widows in this camp and they’ve got 

really young children….if they need help from the UN or anything, or sometimes if they have 

conflict or troubles, he helps. 

 

So sometimes there are conflicts or troubles with the neighbours and you act as a 

mediator? 

 

Not only inside the camp but also outside the camp there are a lot of Syrians 

 

You’re very charismatic I can see why...but do you in general feel quite safe in this 

settlement? 

 

It’s a quiet area. And the landlord is a nice man and he’s good with us….they were neighbours in 

Syria, they were exactly the same neighbourhood and they feel like they’ve moved into this 

place, they know each other they used to be neighbours, they know each other from Syria, and 

that makes problems less. 

 

And is there any communal space where you gather as a community? 

 

He is trying to make one for everyone, and sometimes they used to sit here. In summer they 

usually sit here, but now it’s winter so he’s trying to make a place where they sit and spend the 

night. 

 

Do you find that the men gather together and spend a lot of time together and the 

women spend with each other? 
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They take it in turns sometimes especially during winter because it’s hard to stay outside, so in 

winter...in summer it depends on how sunny it is, in the shade they try and find a place in the 

shade...they play cards, they have a good time. 

 

The situation is...are you able to find moments of respite from the crisis, are you able to 

laugh, or have fun with your friends? 

 

He said, we got used to the bad news. We got used to the bad situation and we feel like we 

don’t have any reaction to it any more and that’s why...so that’s why they’re...they just can sit 

and laugh because they’re tired of all the....so usually when they sit they just reminisce about 

the past, and they try to reminisce about the good part, the nice part of the past, not what they 

left 

 

Are you able to think about the future at all? 

 

Whenever he feels like he wants to think about the future he just- he stops, he freezes, he 

can’t….they would like to go back, but each time they think about going back they remember all 

of the horrible images they saw when they were leaving - all of the dead bodies, all of the 

killings, so they’re scared to go back unless it’s really, really, really safe; they saw something 

they never saw in their lives and all these images never leave their memory. 

 

Are you able to talk to your children about the situation at all or do you avoid that? 

 

The children are 7, 6, 4 and 3. Two girls and two boys. They know there was a war, and when 

they left there was a war. The kids are already traumatised, not only his kids, because of what 

they experienced, arms and soldiers. When they came here, the Lebanese army attacked them 

sometimes. They prefer not to talk to their kids about it because they are really traumatised. 

They know there is war in their country and that’s it. 

 

I asked them if they have TVs in their shelter, and if they watch it. He said their kids always 

watch cartoons. When the kids are in bed they watch the news. 

 

And do you still have family in Syria? Are you in touch with them? 

 

He’s got a brother, seven months ago he died. The other brother is looking after the other 

brother’s family also, and they live in an industrial area in Homs. He wanted to come here but 

he couldn’t, he needed a sponsor and his family’s really big so he couldn’t find one, so that’s 

why he had to stay. 
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Do you stay in touch on a daily basis?  

 

Depends on the internet, where his brother lives….they want to go and sit with the family...  

 

Can I share a cigarette with her? Would you like? 

 

So….they had someone who went to Britain actually through the UN. He went to Britain, I don’t 

know how, but he’s got a house and money and everything is fine, but whenever he talks to 

them he’s really sad. He wants to come back to the shelter, he’s homesick and he misses the 

sense of community; his mum and his brothers and sisters are here, it’s only him that went 

...he’s the only one who went to Britain, most of them went to Canada….so they’re happy in 

Canada, but they miss this sense of family and community. 

 

Do you have a place where you can go and worship….if you are religious that is? 

 

 We’ve got this prayer every Friday so all the guys go. It’s only for men. 

 

Do women have a place to go and worship? 

  

They don’t need to ...the mosque is far. 

 

How do you get there? 

 

They walk 

 

And have there been any weddings since you came here, celebrations, people coming 

together? 

 

They did--many people get married and they had music and they danced and they did the 

traditional thing ...they wanted the bride-groom and the bride to feel happy. 

 

I would like to ask a little bit about passing and burial and whether they have access 

...do you think it’s appropriate?... 

 

Would you like to look at a short clip? (music--dancing)...they rented the bride a dress for her. 

 

Beautiful! Can I take a photo of the video?  
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I don’t think you can because she wears a veil. 

 

OK. Thank you for correcting me.  

 

Don’t worry.  

 

So there is a cemetery in Tripoli called the Cemetery of Strangers, for $175...it’s for all the 

strangers… [...] 

 

And these new structures going up...is this going to be another shelter over here? 

 

They are new ones, yeah they’re building, because the other camp the landlord wants the land 

so they are moving them to here. 

 

And is it your decision where the shelters are being moved to, their plot on this land, or 

is it his decision to organise? 

 

He has to liaise with the landlord...yeah...he has to ask him and he also tells him how big it 

should be….so they need to take the police permission also, to set up a tent...without the 

permission they could come and just knock it down...even if you want to cover the shelter from 

the top, they need to have permission also….the one that’s going to...that they’re going to just 

dismantle...the head of the municipality refused ...he didn’t accept the council to distribute 

wood and sheets for them, because he’s got this sense that he doesn’t want them to get bigger, 

they already want them to move because the landlord said that. 

 

I wish we could stay for longer and talk more with you about your story. I’m afraid that 

the UNHCR are very particular that we have to leave in 10 in 15 minutes, but we would 

very much like to tell your story and if it’s okay with you we’d like to take your photo, 

with your family, in your shelter or outside your shelter.  

 

Do you want to go to his family’s house?  
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The elderly couple 
Bar Elias informal settlement 

 

I’m Georgia, I’m an artist and a teacher. And I’m Peter and I worked in Lebanon for one 

year and now I live in England again. And this is Saffa.  And we wondered if we could 

record our conversation on our phone--just an audio? 

 

No, there’s no problem. 

 

We wanted to ask you some questions about your past--quite a bit about the present--

and then maybe a little bit about the future, and we’re particularly interested in your 

home and how you’re finding living in Bar Elias...and would you be able to introduce 

yourselves? 

 

His first name is Marcel, Fatig. 

 

Where was your home in Syria? 

 

Homs. It’s in the city it’s on a main road, he’s telling me the name of the street. 

 

What’s the name of the neighbourhood? 

 

Satine. 

 

And can you describe your home? 

 

Their house in Syria was three floors, three storeys, it was a very nice house, now it’s gone, it’s 

actually inhabited by people from people from Dakow...fled the conflict that’s happening there 

and moved to Homs. So they took over their house so they’ve stolen everything they even stole 

the doors, everything has completely gone from the house so you have people they don’t even 

know, who are just living there. 

 

What was your community like in your area? 

 

So she’s saying that they were all, the community was all relatives, they used to live like 200m 

apart; it was all relatives their cousins their nephews, mother, brother-in-law they all lived in 
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the same street technically the community was formed of relatives they were all in the same 

family. 

 

Did you work in the same area? 

 

So he used to work in agriculture and livestock, so he had sheep and goats and he used to sell 

them, in Homs...everything is cheap in Homs, the houses are very nice, it was full of life, it was 

nice, here she feel sick. (Terrible coughing.) 

 

And when did you leave Syria? 

 

So his family came before, they came six years ago when the crisis started, but he stayed with 

his wife. But then his wife started saying “why are we staying here? Do you want to kill us? Do 

you want us to have us killed?”, so that’s when they came here and joined their family. 

 

Their family was living in this camp at that time? 

 

So when they came they lived in Baalbek, they have a daughter whose married to a Lebanese so 

they stayed so they built a small shelter next to them and stayed there. They stayed in Baalbek 

for 9 months and then they bought a house but that got too expensive for them and then they 

moved to the settlement. 

 

How did you get here from Syria, what route did you take? 

 

So they came by car so there was a driver who drove them directly from Homs to Lebanon and 

they went directly to Baalbek. 

 

 Did you encounter any difficulties on that journey, was it quite smooth or….? 

 

It was still relatively easy because it was the start of the crisis, so it was still easy for people to 

come; they came directly. 

 

Were you able to bring anything with you? 

 

They couldn’t take anything with them. They bought everything here, they left everything in 

their house. 

 

They left everything? 
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Everything. They left everything as it was, they left their house and came here...he has two 

relatives in Jordan...There are no job opportunities: in the six years they have been here he has 

only been able to work one day. Plus he’s seventy, he’s old, he can’t do work although he used 

to work different jobs in Syria so he was able to work as a craftsman stone-mason, wood-maker 

so he had different talents.  

 

He has a family in Jordan that’s been there for 2 years. He doesn’t know anything about them 

there’s very limited contact they’re living in the Zattery Fullman camp, a refugee camp. 

 

Which family members is it? 

 

His son is there. So, Thame (woman here) is his second wife. 

 

Was this your first time in Lebanon or had you visited before? 

 

They used to come here often they used to come to Tripoli they used to go to Tripoli before. 

 

What would you do in Tripoli when you visited? 

 

Used to work in agriculture mainly used to sell vegetables, cucumbers, they used to stay for a 

few months and then go back like I was saying a lot of seasonal migrant workers used to come 

back and forth, so this is the tie to Lebanon. 

 

And did you have contacts with Lebanese contacts when you came to Baalbek? 

 

Yes their daughter is married to a Lebanese...sorry he said that already that’s why I’m 

answering.. 

 

When you arrived was it similar to when you came in the past or was it a very different 

atmosphere? 

 

It was very different because before it used to be good, it’s like a saying in Arabic like ‘it was out 

of the ordinary, it was beautiful, it was very nice’, now it’s very different. 

 

So when they arrived the Lebanese people they met, did they treat them differently? 

 

She’s saying no, it was okay we never saw anything bad.  
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How big was this settlement when you first arrived? 

 

Seven, there were seven shelters and then people started coming; she’s saying that the 

landlord is a good man, he’s nice, he’s good. They used to pay before, when they first came 

they used to pay in advance for the whole year, but now because the situation is more difficult 

they have limited resources so they’re paying on a monthly basis. 

 

OK.  

 

She’s saying that she went to the doctor (inaudible).  

 

And it’s better here, it’s better access to health care? 

 

It’s very difficult in Syria, health care was free of charge for everyone, here it’s very different. 

What we do as the UN, we’re contracted with several governmental hospitals across the 

Bekaah...four of these hospitals admit Syrian refugees...what we do is that we can only cover 

75% of healthcare when it’s come to life-saving or urgent situations, like C-section births, 

lifesaving urgent, heart attacks, seizures, and we can only cover 75% of the cost of the hospital 

fee. Refugees have to cover the other 25%...with that just being able to cover the 75% of life 

saving urgent health care, we require 3 million dollars a month country wide….Sometimes we 

do go up exceptionally to covering 90% or 100%, all the fees, depending on how critical the 

situation is and how vulnerable the refugee family is, but this requires a lot of assessments from 

a specialised health care committee to be able to decide this. But other than the hospitals we 

also work a lot with PHC’s primary health care centres, which provide a lot of free of charge 

healthcare for refugees and Lebanese as well. They have access to primary health care centres 

but in a lot of cases, if the health situation is more severe primary health care centre cannot 

cover the whole case, but they do provide medication and everything so I’m guessing if it’s 

asthma it’s provided. 

 

So when you first arrived and it was a small settlement did you talk directly to the 

landlord or was it one person who talked to the landlord for everybody? 

 

Khaled, the Shawishe is the one who made the deal with the landlord and this is how it is 

there’s usually...he’s actually his nephew... Shawishe is his nephew...the Shawishe is normally 

the tie between the residents and the landlord he would make the link….he would know the 

landlord, he would have made the link with the landlord and made the deal to rent the land. 
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And do you see the landlord much does he come into the camp? 

 

Yes he does he does come in, he actually has a small...a small I don’t know if you saw...a small 

business factory, something happening outside...that’s why he’s here often...would you like 

with sugar or no sugar? (They want to have coffee four five times a day!) 

 

And I guess there was only seven people when you arrived but could you choose your 

plot of land and could you choose where to be based? 

 

So they actually they sort of divided where to erect the tent based on the size, so they knew 

that they had from this tree until this tree to set up the tent, it was run there wasn’t a plan it 

was fine “I’ll take this one this one”. 

 

Do you get on with your neighbours either side of you? 

 

They do because they’re all relatives. He’s the eldest one. 

 

And so which family members do you have living around you? 

 

His cousin. A lot of cousins. His cousin lives there but the woman who lives there is actually part 

of the family because she married his cousin’s cousin so they’re…(inaudible) 

 

And anyway it’s also common in former settlements in the refugee community that you would 

see in one settlement refugees would either be from one area, the same area: either from 

Aleppo, Damascus all from one area, or all be related in some way. But this is technically the 

migration flow people tend to go together and set up in a familiar place familiar environment.  

 

So when you started to build the shelter where did you get the materials from? 

 

The UN provided the kit, and he also said some good people also gave them a few items. 

 

Lebanese? 

 

Okay so the UN provided shelters, and then there was another ...there’s also an organisation 

that provided plastic sheets, insulation kit… 

 

So how did they find constructing the shelter-was it difficult--and where were they living 

whilst they built it? 
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So it took like two days it wasn’t easy it took a lot of time to build, so what they did is they 

stayed for two days in her brother’s tent and then when it was finished they moved in. And this 

was how, so when a new family come they stay for a few days in a tent that’s already been 

built, until it was built, and then they move back in. 

 

And did you have all the tools that you needed or did you have to go out and buy extra 

things when you first arrived? 

 

From the organisations, from the UN and organisations, they already had all the tools.  

 

Did you construct it yourselves or did young people from the community help? How did 

that work? 

 

They have, the younger people helped definitely because they couldn’t do it… 

 

So they had already made shelters, so they found it easy to make or… 

 

They actually paid them. 

 

(Someone else arrives) 

 

She went to the doctor but he wasn’t at the clinic, she went to the pharmacy he gave her a shot 

she doesn’t know what the shot was, but she went with her son. 

 

Is it okay that we’re here or would she like some time after her visit? We’re happy to 

give her some space. (General laughter) 

 

So is this insulation new? 

 

Last year. 

 

And has it been good? Do you feel it in the winter? 

 

It’s-they’re good they’re warmer in winter and cooler in summer. 

 

And if..what improvements would you like to be making now, is there things that you’re 

working towards or hoping to get? 
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So they’re doing, they’re going to cover the whole tent with sheet to avoid the water from the - 

 

Is that from a billboard? 

 

This was from the shelter, from the medium repair kit from UNHCR for the winter. 

 

And how did they find last winter? 

 

Actually last year winter was fine it wasn’t very cold, but they’re worried about this winter 

because he’s saying that this winter might be… 

 

And what other precautions are they putting in place for this winter? 

 

The plastic sheet. And sort of similar to what they’re doing in the other tent, the plastic sheet 

 

And how reliable is the electricity? 

 

So the landlord connected the electricity from his electricity, and it’s 24/7 because in Sahel(?) 

its 24/7 and they’re connected to the Sahel electricity power which is always available, so they 

don’t need extra generators like in Beirut and other places...he’s also saying that the water 

trucking and the slodging activities that are part of the whole process with UN and other 

agencies, and they do that in informal settlements so they do the slodging on the weekly basis 

and they do water trucking as well. 

 

And how reliable is collection of rubbish and those things?? 

 

Waste is collected through the municipality but they have to pay additional costs like I was 

telling you about. 

 

So can we ask them about how they divided the space or how they’ve chosen to divide 

the spaces? 

 

So there is a room for their son and his family, there’s a room here, there’s a room for the (?), 

and there’ s a room for Marcel as well, so it’s separated into three bedrooms, three rooms, not 

bedrooms because they’re the living space and the sleeping space and everything. 

 

And where do they cook, do they cook outside or? 
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There’s a kitchen here, inside - 

 

It’s not even a kitchen. They’re saying the condition of the toilet is not great, they wash in the 

toilet, they shower in the toilet, they do everything in the toilet, their toilets were like huge 

living spaces back in Syria where it was more comfortable. She’s saying that living here in winter 

is very difficult because it’s cold and … 

 

And then I wondered if we could go round the room and ask each of the women if 

there’s one object that is invaluable that they use all the time, that they can’t imagine 

not having? 

 

Medication. 

 

Her kids, her daughters. 

 

Ummmm and how about the two next to you? 

 

Cigarettes (a lot of laughter). 

 

Coffee. 

 

So he eats nuts like cardamom...he has a new set of teeth. 

 

Um and yeah I think --you said that you had to leave everything--did you bring any 

objects that have sentimental value did you bring anything that you’ve now got that you 

really treasure? 

 

They didn’t bring anything, anything except the clothes on their back and it was because... for 

example, she had pictures of her parents who have passed away now, and they left everything 

there. Because they thought they’d only for a month  then come back they never expected 

they’d still be here after six years. They didn’t know the war would stay for six years they 

thought it would be a month or two and they’d go back, I hear this a lot with refugees who say 

they thought it was going to be like the 2006 war in Lebanon ...people went to Syria we hosted 

them and then they came back after a month ...they left everything they even left the door 

open because they thought they’d come back. 

 

Are they in touch with neighbours or friends? 
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No. there’s no one left. There’s no one in Homs. 

 

It must be very hard being an older person in this setting, can you tell us a bit about 

what your normal day is like and how it compares to your children and the other young 

people around you? 

 

They’re saying that everything is difficult living here - sleeping is difficult, sitting is difficult, 

living is difficult- it’s not like being in your own home, even sometimes when you have to eat 

it’s also difficult to prepare the food and…  

 

And do they get a lot of help from their family and younger people or do they feel quite 

on their own? 

 

He’s saying that with the situation with the war and with the conflict- before that your brother 

used to be your brother, but because of the circumstances it’s more like each on their own 

because they need to survive….there’s no room to help. 

 

There’s no room because everyone’s so desperate...so on a typical day what happens, 

when do they get up, what time…? 

 

He wakes up early but he’s saying that these women don’t wake up early, he’s saying that even 

when we came they woke up, so they sleep till late, and now she’s saying she only sleeps 

because she’s sick, and he tries to wake them up but they don’t want to wake up so they just, in 

Arabic it means they walk around the settlement and sit and come back--that’s it, that’s how 

the day goes. 

 

Are there some medical appointments that people are going to- are they regular - are 

there weekly trips to go to somewhere? 

 

She regularly goes to the doctor because she needs her medication but his mother it depends 

on the need. Yesterday she was fine, today… 

 

Would it be...to ask where income comes from? 

 

They’re receiving multipurpose cash assistance (the three main assistances that are provided by 

UNHCR or WFP). 
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Did they come here with savings of their own? 

 

They didn’t bring anything with them they just started anew. Before when they first arrived the 

girls used to work in agriculture  

 

Um, have there been any weddings since they arrived here or wedding ceremonies  

 

She got married here… a lot of people got married here 

 

And how was the wedding? How did it work? 

 

No it wasn’t a big ceremony it was just closed so sort of just with the family members. 

 

And some children have been born whilst you’ve been here? 

 

Yes, of course, X is one of them...her daughter...she got married here anyway, so her 

children….she lives in Helman(?) most of the time… 

 

So she’s visiting today? 

 

Twenty days….she hadn’t seen her for five months so she went to get her. 

 

It must be nice to have your grandchildren around. 

 

She loves her. She also has a granddaughter whose two months old she’s a new-born she also 

loves her 

 

And do you worship, do you go to a mosque anywhere, do you practice or do you 

worship in the home? 

 

They pray here or at the mosque. 

 

She’s not so sure about this; I’ll try and make her a little flower...what’s the word for flower? 

 

Can I ask are there many other people of the same age as this couple and if so do they 

spend much time together?  

 

They’re the oldest this couple. 
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And do people look to them for guidance? 

 

They do have different….they look up to them...whoever comes they’re more than welcome to 

come and they can advise them on what they know but it’s not very common, you wouldn’t see 

it every day, but they do sometimes yeah 

 

Is there anything else they’d like to share with us about their experience? 

 

They want to say thank you for coming and they count on you to spread the messages. 

 

Yes. That’s what we’re going to do. We’re putting together an art exhibition that will go 

to various different galleries and we will be using information from these trips to 

communicate to people in Britain what has happened.  

 

He is saying that they told you everything that happened to them. 

 

We’re very grateful. Thank you for your time. And do you have any messages that you’d 

like to pass on to people in Britain? 

 

That hopefully the situation will become better very soon so that they can leave here really fast. 

It’s not easy. Winter. Snow. It’s just not very easy so they just want to go back now 

 

And we’ve asked you a lot of questions, do you want to ask us anything or is there 

anything you want to know about? 

 

No, they say you know everything, you know the situation. They’re saying that there’s nothing 

to say because the situation is as it is, you’ve seen it….now he’s talking about the wall he wants 

to add for the snow.  

 

Yes, because the roofs are very sensitive to - 

 

Exactly, and they can easily break, before winter we distribute drainage kits for the snow. 
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Technolopgy and Whatsapp 
Bar Elias informal settlement 

 

He’s been here for five months; he’s a newcomer 

 

OK. And how did you come to Lebanon?  

 

He came directly from Homs by car he came on his own, it took him almost half a day it took 

him five hours to get here. 

 

He came alone, his parents stayed there and mainly he came because it’s not safe anymore for 

young adults or young men to stay in Syria especially now that he’s almost at the age to serve in 

the military. It was easier for him to leave just to get out to safety but his parents stayed there 

because they’re besieged there but at least they got him out so he doesn’t have to serve in the 

military. 

 

And was it difficult - was it a difficult journey did you have to be very careful not to get  

 

So he had to use - it was through people...people were able to get him across checkpoints 

 

People who are sort of like smugglers in a way that would get you across  checkpoints. 

 

And had you been to Lebanon before or was this your first time? 

 

First time. 

 

And how did you decide to come here to this camp? 

 

Okay so he came to this settlement because of his cousin. They live here they’ve been here for 

three years, he’s married to his sister 

 

Did you contact each other beforehand using telephone or WhatsApp? 

 

By WhatsApp. And it’s very common for refugees for one person in the house at least to have a 

smart phone and have it connected anywhere with wifi connection or in the settlement 

sometimes you find houses that actually have a router and an internet connection, or if they’re 
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able they actually top up with 3G or 4G or whatever, and this is their only way to communicate 

with anyone in the world. 

 

So in this camp - I’d like to know more about that - in this camp are there routers that 

you all share or do you use phone credit? 

 

So he’s saying that on average every 5, 6, 7 shelters will share one router connection  or one 

internet connection, but this is common and this is common in many settlements but this is 

technology and it’s the only way they can keep in touch and we keep in touch with them like 

that as well, so we use SMS system to inform refugees that there’s a distribution happening, 

that they can get their, for example, ATM card for the monthly cash program...the SMS system 

for them to facilitate things for refugees themselves. For example when they register with 

UNHCR we take their basic bio data, their basic information--part of that is their phone number, 

so if they ever change their phone number they know that they can send an SMS to UNHCR 

they know that they can say our number has changed, this is our registration certificate number 

please change it in your data base, so it avoids them going all the way to our office wait in the 

queue for three to four hours all to tell us that they changed their phone number. So we really 

use our technology for...we also use it for example we have something on WhatsApp called the 

mass communication tree. 

 

Oh yeah? 

 

So whenever there’s anything that’s happening any new service that’s provided to refugees we 

disseminate it to that communication tree that has around 300 people in it. 

 

(to UNHCR guide) Can you receive stuff back as well? 

 

(UNHCR guide) We receive stuff back; we tell them if it’s fraudulent or not, we send outreach 

volunteers information that we have and in their own line of work they distribute it to refugees 

across informal settlements ...we use a lot of WhatsApp and stuff like that to be able to 

communicate with refugees. 

 

Yeah, I don’t want to give the impression at all that I think refugees shouldn’t have 

phones or anything like that. 

 

No! No, not at all… 
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I’m curious to know-do each of you have smart phones, or do you have a non wifi phone 

or  is it one per family or how does it work? 

 

It’s one person in the family that has ...they put the number on UNHCR if they want to renew 

their certificate or anything and they can connect with their families. 

 

And do you have family here other relatives, uncles, aunts? 

 

His uncle, his paternal uncle maternal uncle, his aunt, resides in the same settlement 

 

So he arrived recently five months ago, so he was installing I don’t know how to call it actually, 

it’s a term we use here cos we don’t have electricity 24/7, sort of a counter. 

 

A meter? 

 

Exactly, a meter to count electricity for how long electricity how much do you consume 

something like that...so they recently came from Syria. 

 

And is it some of you who do the work on electricity and stuff or does everyone do their 

own for their own shelter? 

 

They do help each other sometimes 

 

But generally people look after their own shelter and they know how to use electricity and they 

know how to use stuff and then when extra knowledge is needed, they can ask for it, yes. 

 

And when did you get married did you get married in Lebanon, or? 

  

He got married in Lebanon two years ago. 

 

And do you have children there or? 

 

So he had a baby girl who passed away now but apparently there is a medical mobile unit here-

she had something on her lips he doesn’t know what it was infection. 

 

So they took her to the medical mobile unit to do the vaccine, so the doctor or the person who 

was doing the vaccination there didn’t ask if she was sick or if she had anything so she did the 
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shot, or did the vaccination, and that same night she had a very high fever so they took her to 

the hospital, she spent two-three nights in hospital then passed away. 

 

How old was she? 

 

Seven months and a half. 

 

I’m so sorry.  

 

He’s saying that he wants to go inside to get coffee. I told him I had two already. That’s his 

aunt’s shelter she arrived from Syria very recently. 

 

And so did you help construct it? 

 

They all helped, him and his uncle but other people also helped. 

 

And did you use the UNHCR new arrivals kit or? 

 

So they...these were old, they had them from before but this one was new from an organisation 

called Sawa. 

 

Sawa. But it’s the same, the same strength...so they used the new arrivals kit as a base 

or they didn’t get one? 

 

No they didn’t get a new arrivals kit. They already had the shelter so. 

 

So how many shelters have you helped make or repaired? 

 

 When they first built the settlement he helped maybe build half of them, this was the 

first one, second one, third one...this one when the settlement was first established 

 

So you have been here since the start? 

 

 He’s been here since the start. 

 

And how many members of your family or people that you knew have joined you here? 
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He said that at first they lived in another settlement that was flooded in winter so they moved, 

they first started moving one after the other to this settlement. 

 

And how much has the design of the shelter changed since you started building them, 

have there been much improvements, better materials or has it been much the same? 

 

He’s saying that every year they have more experience so it’s even better every year.. The first 

year the tent, the ceiling broke because of the snow. The second year they knew that they had 

to reinforce the ceiling from the snow. The third year, for example, they understood that they 

needed to raise the floor. So year after year, they progress, they evolve. Experience teaches 

you.  

 

Did they work in construction in Syria or other, what was your job? 

 

So they used to work in tiling, material and cement. 

 

And do you work now in Lebanon? 

 

Very intermittent … if they find something they work but it’s very intermittent and it’s on a daily 

basis, and most of the time their resident permit doesn’t allow them to move around a lot, so 

they’re restricted into a small area they can’t go far from this area. 

 

And how do they find work do they just hear about it, have friends who tell them or? 

 

There are certain areas where labourers can just gather. 

 

Congregate? 

 

Yes and the employer would collect them from that area depending on their need and this is 

how they find a job 

 

And is it mostly agriculture or other work? 

 

It’s labour. 

 

Labour like construction and stuff like that?  There’s no agriculture work in the area? 
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There is a lot of agriculture in the area but usually in agriculture they come pick them up from 

every settlement, a small pick-up truck would come pick up labourers, take them to the field 

where they would work then bring them back 

 

Does that mean for weeks at a time they’re working every day? 

 

Yes especially in summer and seasons. Technically there’s a season now like potato season was 

ended a month ago, then early in summer like May June you also have another agricultural 

season. 

 

And how’s the pay?  

 

If it’s for the entire day the whole day its 20,000 or 25,000, so a bit less than $25, like 16 17 

dollars for women, and children it’s less, it’s six dollars a day.  

 

And then does that mean you also receive assistance from the cash programs and stuff 

like that? 

 

So he’s receiving multipurpose cash assistance and winter assistance. 

 

Actually whenever a family is registered they’re assessed for eligibility whether it’s food 

assistance, multi-purpose assistance or winter assistance and it’s a different set of, there’s a 

desk formula to sort of assess the vulnerability of one family, and if they would be eligible for a 

certain kind of assistance or not, so probably their assessment would have been done and 

conducted already and it turned out that they wouldn’t be eligible. 

 

I see. 

 

We can’t help everyone, I mean with multi-purpose cash we can only cover a quarter of the 

registered population in the Bekaah Valley, so we have 25% of the 363,000 refugees registered 

in the Bekaah that receive multipurpose cash allowances. 

 

Does that mean sometimes people who do receive the cash have the responsibility to 

support those who don’t receive it? 

 

I’ve seen settlements where the relatives do actually support each other so if one family 

receives the multipurpose cash assistance they help support their relatives, they share, but a lot 
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of the time it’s barely enough for one family. But you have to keep in mind that the people who 

receive the (?) are the most, most vulnerable families.  

 

And it’s not exactly mega bucks of course. 

 

Exactly it’s not an amount that can cover the whole settlement. 

 

In terms of worship, are they able to travel to mosque and so on? 

 

It’s close, the mosque is close, and they can go ...they have access. 

 

Can you go as often as you would like to go, or do you have to make…. 

 

They can go several times during the day every day. 

 

So it’s walking distance 

 

And they’ve also set up a small tent that’s like a space for them to pray, so they can use that. 

 

Men only? 

 

Yes. 

 

And do you visit other camps in the area or do you just stay? 

 

If they have friends in other informal settlements they would go visit them yes 

 

Yeah because travel’s very difficult especially with the residency permits as it is, but if 

it’s in the locality… 

 

As long as they don’t have to cross check-points they’re fine . 

 

And how much do you interact with Lebanese people? 

 

It’s work related…It’s always work related…It’s not a lot of friendship. 

 

 As friends or interacting in the community it’s very much on a work level. 
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And how do you find your interactions go, if you are speaking with a Lebanese shop 

owner for instance, is it a nice relationship or do you feel like….? 

 

 (inaudible) 

 

He’s saying you can’t generalise because you can find in some communities people who 

wouldn’t be very nice to you but you can also find some people who are very generous and very 

welcoming and they respect you. 

 

In terms of the shelters, how would you like to improve your shelter if you had the means? 

 

 He’s saying that it’s - you can’t change a lot because it’s a bit restrictive the only thing 

they‘d change is they’d make them a bit warmer 

 

And the insulation? 

 

 He’s saying in the summer it’s hot and in the winter it’s really cold 

 

Do they partition the space to maximise warmth or--how do they partition the space inside 

 

 What they do is that they use a stove in one room and then the whole family will stay in 

one room so this is how they partition they don’t have a lot of….so they limit the family space 

to one room-- they make the room smaller where the stove is so that it stays warm and they 

use firewood, firewood is really good for them, it’s warmer it keeps them  warmer than fuel, 

but if you have kids you can’t use firewood, so it’s better to use fuel for heating  

 

because of the smoke?  

 

 I think so; this is when it becomes difficult firewood gives heat, if you have kids you need 

to use fuel. This is how they do it. 

 

And are most of the settlers laid out the same way or is there a lot of variation...so it’s sleeping 

in one room then cooking in another then toilet and that’s it? 

 

 In a lot of the settlements you will see latrines outside, you will see toilets shared by 

three families or...but in this one no, I think they have… 

 

Will you stay here until you can return to Syria or resettle in a new country? 
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 They left Syria because of the tensions because of hunger, lack of food, access to food 

and because of the war. As soon as it becomes safe, they want to return, they would never 

consider staying here, it’s not...it’s very temporary. They definitely want to go back 

 

And are you in touch with people at home? 

 

 They do have relatives yes--they’re either older because it’s fine if they stay there’s no 

harm, or women, but mainly men and younger men leave because of the risks of arrest, 

tension, military service, asking them to reserve in the military --- and now with the limitations 

or restrictions at the border not everyone can come and go easily. If his mother wants to come 

and see them she can’t cross, because she doesn’t fit the new humanitarian criteria that were 

put by the general security office and the government of Lebanon...he’s saying that if the 

border was open a lot of people would have come 

 

So you can come if you have a huge amount of cash and like a return ticket booked and a hotel 

booked..? 

 

 If you’re here for outside transit and you’re leaving for another country then you have 

to have a reservation, there are certain criteria, I think there’s a medical one, there are certain 

criteria, they’re available by the way you can look….he’s asking you to go in  

 

Are you all married? 

 

 Yes 

 

And your wives are here? 

 

 Yes 

  

And so you travelled with them to Lebanon at the same time? 

 

 So his wife came before in his case 

 

Have you found that your relationships have changed is it harder to be a married couple in the 

camps? 
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He’s saying yes because you always worry about financial support, there’s no life, you’re always 

worried about paying rent, electricity there’s a burden so it takes its toll on marriage and the 

most important thing is that their children are not, they have missed out on so many years of 

education. And he actually said something very interesting he said that his son tells him “When 

are you going to build a tent for me?”, so he’s not saying “when are you going to build a house 

for me, he says tent”. So he’s saying, look how long they’ve been here that the kid doesn’t even 

know or consider having a house, he considers having a tent for himself not a house….his 

daughter would say that when they go see someone in a house she says “Dad I want to go back 

to the tent I don’t like houses any more”; it’s very surprising, kids say things. 

 

Yeah exactly the opposite of what you expect them to say. 

 

Actually, as very informal discussion we carried out a (?) assessment about a month ago, and 

what we found out is that women, surprisingly women now, culturally back in Syria a woman 

used to take care of the household, but now they feel they have a higher responsibility. They’ve 

been empowered in a way--I mean maybe the term is not correct, empowered -- but they feel 

more empowered because they have more responsibility, and now they’re more active, they 

want to do more things. Because men are finding limited job offers here, and in many cases 

they are the ones that are able to move around for work for example more in agriculture, so 

they’re the ones finding it easier to travel around…to take care of the family so they’re doing 

more things then they were doing back home in Syria.  So they have this sense of 

empowerment that’s started within the women. 

 

I mean could we ask if they feel that that’s true for themselves that the dynamics of 

their relationships have changed or the dynamics of their responsibilities have changed? 

 

He’s saying that yes definitely he felt it especially in Syria she, his wife would be more 

comfortable she would be in her own house, but now I mean living in a tent in a formal 

settlement with many people, she has to take care of their kids more she has to be careful of 

where they are, where they go, she can travel more than he can but he did say that within the 

various area, not more than that because anyway they don’t have anything to do outside their 

areas. 

 

And do you worry that things have changed now in a way that they won’t change back 

when you return to Syria? 
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He’s saying that there are things they can never get back- their house, the future of their 

children his son is six years old now and he doesn’t know how to read and write, so there is a 

lot of their future that cannot be replaced, a lot of their years that went by that - 

 

And do you feel an extra pressure than before to appear strong and like in control, and 

show your family a strong face even if you’re quite worried? 

 

He’s saying that as much as he can he tries to raise their morale but sometimes he needs it for 

himself and it’s very difficult—he keeps telling them that—“we will return to Syria”, he keeps 

saying that “we will be able to go back home” “we will be able to get an education again” he 

tries to do that but it’s difficult, because they don’t foresee that safety and dignity will come 

back to Syria any time soon and if it’s been six years they don’t know how long it will take. 

 

Yeah so you think it could be a long time, and how do you respond if your children ask 

you these difficult questions that you don’t have the answer to, how do you respond to 

that? 

 

He tells them he tries to keep them busy with playing and stuff like that but usually what he 

tells them is he gives them hope he tells them it’s okay a year or two we’ll be able to go back— 

sometimes he encourages them with small things like we’ll go to a store we’ll buy a bicycle. 

 

Yeah so do they have much to do during the day? 

 

So during the day they’re mostly here in the settlement, he’s six years old so this year he should 

be able to register; school age for Syrian children is six to (thirteen?) 

  

Is he looking forward to going to school? He has friends who are at school already or? 

 

Yes, he has actually friends from the settlement —some of them are going to public school 

some of them are going to informal education service with the UNHCR we try and work a lot 

with the minister of education and UNICEF, we try and work the three of us to encourage 

parents to enrol their children in public schools, because it’s formal education. But sometimes 

parents say it’s better than no education, so at least let’s send them to informal schools 

because it’s better than no education, until we can enrol them in public schools, because there 

are limited spaces in public schools. The minister of education with us and UNICEF we’ve tried 

to broaden the network of public schools in the Bekaah, so there are 87 public schools available 

here and they’ve created the double shift the morning shift and the afternoon shift to be able 

to enrol a larger number of students, but still it’s not enough. And a lot of the schools are 
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already at capacity before the year even starts, so it’s a struggle for parents to try and enrol 

their kids way ahead of time so they can find space in public schools. 

 

Wow yeah 

 

This is because they rely a lot on public institutions that are already here in Lebanon and, you 

know you’ve been here, they’re really not great, and you’ve seen public schools in Lebanon 

already very ill equipped especially to absorb such a large number of students. 

 

It’d be hard for any country 

 

Exactly, yeah…it would be actually 

 

If you wouldn’t mind showing me your house and your shelter I’d be very grateful….(I 

don’t know. We’re just going to keep on going straight through or do you anticipate 

breaking for lunch?) 

 

Ahhh so see they’re preparing it, they’re preparing to be able to put more cement on the 

floor…so the thing…they’re doing the floor raising now so it was more…it was tilted 

 

So there is …so before it was lower…. 

 

Ah, so if you see the other side it’s visible …this is how it was. 

 

Ah okay 

 

It was lower, so now they’re raising it and they’ll put cement to avoid the flooding… 

 

So before it was literally just the earth floor? 

 

Yes. And it was at the level of the floor, which means it would flood directly if there’s wood. It’s 

very muddy here. It’s agricultural ground. Everything in the Bekaah valley is very muddy. And 

we can’t do a lot of intervention here. We can provide floor raising kits…and this is where it 

would avoid or actually reduce the risk of flooding in one tent. So this is what they’re doing. 

 

This room is used for? 

 

Oh, toolkit! From the from the shelter 
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The medium one? 

 

No this is not the medium one this is the new arrival though I’m sure they’ve emptied it now 

and are using it for something else…this is the new arrival kit? 

 

How old is this? They look quite new 

 

Those are from the wood and the timber that was… okay, okay so they bought these but the 

ones, the plywood that was given by the UN, they used it to reinforce the… 

 

And I think in the new arrivals kit do they give you boards? 

 

Yes they give them plywood…this is only the plastic sheet 

 

…plywood I think. 

 

Yeah I think they used the plywood the guy in the other tent was telling us they were using the 

plywood to put around the tent for safety 

 

And how much has he spent on this work that he’s doing now?  

 

He’s asking just the floor or the whole tent? 

 

Just this floor 

 

$100  

 

And since you arrived? Can you estimate how much you’ve spent, on all the 

improvements? 

 

Okay when so he’s saying that on a yearly basis it needs to be like renewed or reinforced or 

readjusted so what they…when he first arrived he paid a million Lebanese pounds and next year 

he added for 200,000 Lebanese pounds he was able to add a few things and this comes hand in 

hand with the assistance that is given, so they give so organisations will give and then they add 

to it. 
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So these are just the add ons …and you’ve mentioned that after one year you needed 

some reinforcements after two years you needed some more and after three years you 

have to replace everything? 

 

That was what the first family was telling us 

 

So that was their experience as well? 

 

Okay so what they’re doing is on a yearly basis if there’s a piece of wood or timber that needs 

to be fixed they repair it directly on a yearly basis. He’s saying that you can see that most 

people here now are reinforcing before winter, so whoever has a broken piece of wood that 

needs to be prepared they will repair it directly so it wouldn’t be too costly. 

 

So in general things are fine, but for example this wood would only last three years 

max? 

 

Okay…so no he’s saying that technically on a yearly basis they need to do repair work so now 

he’s considering adding one here as well to hold this support….how many kits do we want—15, 

20?  

 

[…] 
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The baker 

Hajj Hassan informal settlement 
 

Would you mind if we recorded our conversation? 

 

He has no problem he’s done that before 

 

So we wanted to talk you quickly through three different stages of your time here- we’d 

like to talk to you about your past, in Syria, and mainly about your present, and your 

role within this collective shelter and the space you’ve created, then talk a little bit 

about your future. So that will be the sort of structure of our questions. 

 

It’s fine by him. 

 

You’re very generous  

 

He said he’s just kind of apologising because of, because out of his [inaudible]  is that they 

should prepare a big feast for this delegation, and I said we’re not a delegation - 

 

Not at all! (all laughing)  So yeah would you be able to talk a bit about your home in 

Syria and the community you were in when you were there? 

 

In Homs, in Medina, he’s a carpenter. He used to work in carpenting and interior design he used 

to make furniture 

 

I can see that you have a really great aesthetic eye 

 

He used to have a factory for this. 

 

Wow how many people did you employ? 

 

The factory was part of where he used to live actually it’s like about 1000 m and his brother 

they were about five was working with him the house was on the top floor. 

 

And where are your brothers today? Are some of them here with you? 

 

Okay, he was…work…all of them are here 
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All of them are here—and when did you leave Syria for Lebanon? 

 

And also he mentioned that his factory and house were destroyed. In 2012 he let his family go 

to (?) first because he wanted to stay there in order that he might save some of the things from 

the factory, so he sent women and children to x and he stayed with his brother hoping that 

they could save the things from the factory… 

 

He’s registered in the UN but he doesn’t get any benefits, and he’s saying that people who were 

here before the crisis, Syrians, they get the benefits and he thinks he needs the benefits more 

because he came here without anything, and that he’s deprived. 

 

So in relation to that can you talk to us a little bit about this space, and what you have been 

able to do yourself and what you need some help with, so we can talk about the structure of 

these rooms? And where was he when he arrived and how he found the space. 

 

So when he first arrived he stayed in a small pharmacy with his family…his wife, the mother of 

the kids passed away in 2014. He has another wife now, but the mother of the kids, he’s saying 

he was with the mother of the kids in that pharmacy. 

 

And was the pharmacy not occupied or was it still a shop? 

 

So the pharmacy was three floors and no it wasn’t a pharmacy at the time but the cupboards 

and everything was still there and they stayed there for three years. 

 

And how did you get access to it and did you have to pay rent to a landlord? 

 

So the landlord wanted to rent it but this is the structure and the whole thing was much better 

than this place, and it was three floors, and he rented it to them. 

 

And how many families were in that pharmacy? 

 

Only his family.  

 

And what point did you move here and what state was it in when you found it? 

 

He’s been here for a year…okay…because the landlord sold the pharmacy. They’re suffering 

from insects actually and biting…they ..he pays 350,000 per month for this, for this place. $120.  
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The…they fix the electricity and also the bathroom and this partition and the windows also they 

fixed that for them. 

 

I have one question-when you were moving from the pharmacy to this location how 

much time did you have to find a new place and how did you find this place? 

 

He was given two months’ notice.  

 

But how did you find it did you know the landlord did you know someone who knew the 

landlord? 

 

Mainly because of his job as a volunteer with the UN and he was many places where they can… 

 

[elderly woman enters the room]. 

 

I just wanted to take one minute to say hello, I’m Georgia and this is Saffa and this is 

Paula  

 

She lives with her son and daughter from Homs. She’s talking generally about the crisis and how 

their lives have changed and counting on God.  

 

Yes okay, so back to here, we’d love to hear a bit more about how you’ve made this 

space work for you…obviously it’s not ideal in any way but I can see you have some 

beautiful wall hangings, and you’ve found some other things to make it much more 

comfortable, can you just talk us through the work you’ve put into the space and how…? 

 

With his wife also…a friend of his was changing his kitchen cupboards, not the whole kitchen so 

he gave them and he just put them away…a TV unit…and he got this from his Lebanese 

neighbours because they were changing their carpets so they gave them this one. 

 

How are you finding the relationships with Lebanese in the area do you have a lot of 

contact with Lebanese people and did you have friends here before? 

 

Basically it started when he was living in the pharmacy and the neighbours around him, and 

also the other incident that got the neighbours warming up to him was his wife’s death, also 

and he also says that he is also good with people, he likes people and to help people, and he 

feels like he gets back more then he gives….like this one, he fixed something in his neighbour’s 

kitchen and then he gave them these sofas. 
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And and these Lebanese neighbours where do they live are they nearby? 

 

Yeah 

 

And he got to meet them… 

 

2km from here, mainly the neighbours and the contacts he’s got from the first place. 

 

And do you host them here? 

 

Yes 

 

And do they host you at their house? 

 

there is a saying and this in their traditions—like a stranger has to be polite and this is how…this 

is the principle he lives so he’s saying how by despite all his neighbours are Christians and 

different to his religions and traditions, he thinks it’s not his business and he doesn’t interfere, 

so he thinks things like being polite all the time and helpful and friendly … 

 

And how are you finding all the relationships with people in this building, did you know 

people here before or is this all new…new peoples and new families?  

 

He didn’t know them before….and even when there is a conflict between two neighbours and 

what they…two people fall out when they’re together and he tries to make up before it gets 

bigger. 

 

And is your experience of the Lebanese community here the same do you have contacts 

here or even friends within the Lebanese community? 

 

Before I forget, she’s saying in the past you used to have a whole village and they got on well 

with everyone, and it’s the same here they come from different places and it’s the same 

thing…but what he’s saying is that like yesterday he told her that we’re going to have a new 

delegation tomorrow are coming, and she said “which delegation?” and he said “I don’t know 

might be the UN it might be British” and she said “oh I really want it to be a British person!” 

 

Ahhhh! 
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Because she wanted to get married to a British person since she was young…(laughter) 

 

Um…yeah…in the past, like all these tattoos that when they were kids in the village it was kind 

of a sign of beauty, and he is saying that he thinks he needs to take it out because he would 

look more beautiful!  

 

No! no!  

 

And I’m saying it’s the fashion….yes it was the fashion at the time 

 

It’s beautiful can you tell us about the tattoos? 

 

Yeah…it’s part of the tribe, you can tell from which tribe she is, based on the design of the 

tattoo 

 

They’re incredibly beautiful  

 

You look like Natalie, someone from the UN who always comes and who always wants to see 

Iyoosh, and Natalie now lives in …. 

 

I also have tattoos but under my clothes not on my face (laughter). 

 

Each period has its own characteristics.  

 

I think it’d be really wonderful to have a conversation with you and some women in a 

different context when we talk about their experience here and in Syria, and women’s 

issues and I think right now with you, we should focus a little bit more about what you 

have done with this space and how you have improved it. 

 

He’s just comparing this place to a camp or a settlement in the Bekaah, and he thinks that it’s 

like the five star one because they took…it’s not the one that we went to… 

 

Yes the one in the settlement is a five star compared to this? 

 

Yes he thinks there is much better than this one, and each time they have a delegation of 

people visiting they take them to that camp and his brother lives there and he says there it is 

much better, even the bathrooms have got ceramics and the tiles are much better, and he says 

it’s true it looks like a tent from the outside but inside its much better than this one. 
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Do you think that’s partly because I suppose you have a lot more control  when you’re 

building the whole structure, do you feel constrained by the shape of the room it was in 

or the poor building materials that already been used before you came into the 

space…compared to that structure? 

 

Yeah, mainly because they had the decision how to …you know, structure it…it’s the person’s 

role to actually change the place and make it home whether he’s got money or not. I’m just 

asking if he doesn’t have money how would he…he’s saying NGOs provide that so even though 

he doesn’t have the money he can go and ask the NGOs and Iyoosh is saying that you should be 

clean…. 

 

He’s talking about the structure or the infrastructure of the whole thing, it’s perfect…I mean no 

problems…it’s just that the rent they’re suffering. He talked about other problems like all the 

people…are really worried about going and finding a job because they’re afraid of the check 

points, that’s the main problem for the house itself there’s no problem…no problems in 

winter…okay so they heat water actually. 

 

And how reliable is your electricity?  

 

Okay…so they rely on the ….so four hours electricity, four hours no electricity…as for the extra 

thing, they pay 30,000 per month for 1 ampere, so he can get just a lamp and a TV, but he can’t 

put the fridge on. 

 

And what about the sewage system, is there something in place? 

 

Apparently no problem with the sewage because the council actually fixed everything from the 

beginning, they even gave them ceramics for the bathroom so they don’t have a problem. 

 

I’m interested in you talking about this informal settlement as a five star settlement; if 

you had the option would you prefer to go there than stay here because I was under the 

impression that it’s preferable to stay in collective shelter within an existing house? 

 

He prefers to go there…for the first reason it’s much cheaper actually and they would pay like 

50,000 for the rent and the services are fine there, they’ve got electricity and they can also get 

the extra bit….yeah, he says it looks like a tent from outside but actually inside he thinks it’s 

much nicer than this, there’s the gulf style with old furniture and they’ve got curtains …he just 
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finds it nicer. Yeah and it’s the colour, the curtains colour and the mattress colour, they match 

and they’re nice. 

 

And so would you like to move to this informal settlement and if so would that be a 

possibility for you? 

 

He would like to move he said. He works here…because of the work he said…he was asking if he 

visits his brother.. 

 

But I guess because you’re in this accommodation you have better access to the local 

community and perhaps the local shops and perhaps access to a mosque, whereas 

they’re a bit more remote..? 

 

Not the case in that camp because you know. He’s saying many Lebanese went to this camp to 

attend some weddings, and they have a lot of social life there in that camp so he doesn’t 

think…beyond…beyond organisation…he has a lot of relatives there, lots of his relatives are 

educated, some of them are teachers, engineers, so beyond organisation made a small school 

there, and his relatives are working there and teaching, so they have jobs also there …there are 

nurses, okay…so there’s a medical centre in X and all the staff are Syrians and most of them live 

in that camp also. 

 

Thank you very much for all your answers you’ve been incredibly generous in telling us 

about your life. 

 

Whenever you’re in the area come and visit. 

 

Thank you you’re very kind…I think it would be really wonderful for us to see the other 

space, the other rooms, and then perhaps it would be really wonderful to speak to you 

and some of the other women…. 
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Making a home in a former department store 

Charbel Seejan collective shelter 
 

Where are you from in Syria?  

 

From Homs. All from the country-side in Homs.  

 

Yes. And can you describe your home in Syria? 

 

They’re actually from a village around Homs. Okay so there’s two floors, four bedrooms, a 

salon--a big living room. So they had a roof also and they had a bit… 

 

And did you have a garden? 

 

Village houses all of them they have. 

 

And did you grow food or just flowers? 

 

Grapes...lemons….and also she used to plant flowers. Roses. 

 

Beautiful...and what was your community like--was your family living around you?  

 

Their family...it was a mix between relatives and other neighbours 

 

And how big was the community?  

 

So in this area there are the four small villages. And they were in one village….out of all the 

villages their village was the biggest, the most populated. 

 

And you have your hands very, very full with your beautiful daughters, and sons who we 

haven’t yet met, other than being a mother do you have work during the day? Back in 

Syria… 

 

She used to be a housewife and farmer.  

 

And was...was this food that you produced did you eat it at home or did you sell it on 

the market as well?  
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It depends on the harvest sometimes they have very good harvest, a lot of rain, and vegetables 

and wheat they can sell. They have two seasons, on for vegetables and the other one is for 

grains, so if they had a good season for grains they would sell. 

 

And did you have a car? How did you get around the neighbourhood and the 

communities?  

 

By walking. 

 

And did your children go to school in Syria? 

 

Yes. 

 

All of them?  

 

Yes. 

 

Even the youngest? 

 

Yes. Yes...she….leaves Syria in August 2012. 

 

Okay. 

 

And she was pregnant. 

 

So...we’re now moving onto the next chapter which is talking about your journey and 

my first question was when did you leave Syria…Sorry, Okay...so August 2012 you came 

here. And how did you travel from Syria to Lebanon?  

 

So she’s just saying the reason why they left, and her family was here already...they left 

before...her family left before. 

 

And who is her family? 

 

Her brother already was working here...and her father and mother lived...in 2011 her parents 

left. 
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To Beirut? 

 

Uhuh, Beirut...this area....and already her brother lives upstairs. 

 

Upstairs, so he lives in this building? 

 

So you have three family members, your mother your father and your brother are in this 

house? 

 

Months before she left her brother...also left...this is her sister… 

 

So the first thing she had to leave by walking at night for four hours to the city to take the bus… 

 

Four hours at night and why at night? 

 

Without her husband. 

 

They have to go through ….and they have to go at night because it’s safer, they couldn’t go out 

during the day...so people try to help families flee from their area...so they have to go to the 

city to take the bus. 

 

To Homs? 

 

To Homs. Then again, like bus from Homs to Damascus...then the taxi… 

 

So a bus from Homs to Damascus and from Damascus in a taxi? 

 

They know one driver who bought her father and mother first, then they bought the whole 

family. 

 

So how long was the journey all together from leaving your home to arriving in Beirut? 

 

She had to...because she had the….she went to that area in Homs where she needed to take 

the service, so she slept so she spent the night there, and then another night she went to 

Damascus so she went for two nights, she had to do some paper for her son to get him 

out...and from Homs to Damascus took an hour. 

 

So that’s about two days’ worth of…? 
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Three days 

 

And did you encounter any particular difficulties on your journey?  

 

So the worst part was the four hours walking at night. She was scared of...at points…Because of 

stories they’d heard about people...at the checkpoints….so she was scared of the whole journey 

the procedure...they didn’t know who was fighting who...they didn’t know the enemy I think 

 

And which possessions did you take with you from your home to Beirut? 

 

So she didn’t take anything, only her handbag with the documents that she needed. 

 

Had you visited Lebanon before coming here? 

 

She used to dream of living in Lebanon...coming to...was a dream…. (laughing)...this was her 

first time but she always used to...dream about Lebanon...the irony is that now they’re staying 

in this kind of…yeah… 

 

And other than your family your sister your brother and your parents upstairs did you 

know anyone else in Beirut?  

 

Fifty rooms only filled with Syrian. They don’t really get...they mix with everyone there are like 

fifty families here but they know some families from...same village...so they get to know other 

Syrians because their kids go to the same schools that those kids go to  

 

And what was your experience upon arriving, the very first day you arrived here, what 

happened?  

 

It was very nice day….so she got rid of all her x …. Even if it was a room...she arrived to one 

room, she was also happy because she slept… 

 

Was this room prepared for you on your arrival? 

 

She arrived into...so the first day she arrived her parents gave her one room...so they prepared 

the room for her...so they knew that she was coming and so they prepared the room for her… 
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Thank you very much for telling us about your journey from home to here...I cannot 

imagine what it’s like to take your children at night…you’re an extremely brave woman… 

 

So they had to do it very very very quietly...it was under...they were scared, and they took the 

risk and they did it quietly and they didn’t want to make any noise because they were 

really….they say the most difficult part is the kids actually, keeping them quiet...sometimes they 

want to go to the toilet, they want water….They were more than one family and... 

 

Now I would like to talk about the now, the present, here--can you begin by telling us 

about your typical day 

 

So the typical day...they get up early...they get up around ten thirty (?!) she gets up early for 

Hammad to go to school… 

 

Her son. How old is Hammad? 

 

Five...but then the rest get up around 10, 10.30 because they go to school in the 

afternoon….and then they tidy the house….and they say the girls get ready to go to school...by 

then they think about lunch and what to make for them...they come back at 7, they go at 

1:30….they do their home-work and they study...every other day she goes in the morning to 

bring the… 

 

And how old is he? 

 

Twelve.  

 

So this is a difficult question but….so...she doesn’t have work 

 

I asked her if she’s educated or went to school, and she says she studied until the ninth 

grade...she left the school when she was sixteen…. 

 

So if you feel comfortable asking...I would be curious to know how do you get by 

financially...do you have savings or a loan or do you have support from family?  

 

Do you want me to ask her how she earned money? 

 

 

They lived off the land. 
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Okay. But were they renting the land? They were just living off the land…. 

 

They usually just lived off the grain harvest.  

 

Okay so the grain harvest was their only form of income? 

 

Yes 

 

And now…? 

 

So at the beginning her father was trying to help her...she had to borrow money from her 

brother...and then when she got the x from UNHCR she started to get a salary...money...she 

gets $160 per month 

 

But they don’t give them the cash...they give them a card...blue card...this card, they cannot 

cash it out from the ATM...they have certain deals with the grocery stores where they select the 

groceries they want and they can pay with the card...it’s not tangible money, it’s directly via a 

card and debit system that is installed inside the grocer….the cash is from our organisation but 

it depends what kind of cash we have protection cash we have multi-purpose cash...they get 

the multi-purpose cash in addition to the card 

 

So you only have $160 a month disposable?  

 

For vegetables...food….She has another card that...a multi-purpose one with….$175 

 

And that’s in addition to the $160? 

 

That’s in addition to the $160 

 

So 175 dollars? 

 

175 dollars. This is cash….so the rent is $300...and water and electricity isn’t 

included...so her...helps her with the rest…..so that… 

 

Okay….I imagine that you are incredibly busy being a mother but would you like to find 

work? Would you have time to find work?  
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She can’t do anything, she can’t wash their clothes or cook, so she has to do this while their 

away...and you’re saying…a year ago...something they could do at home related to boxes or gift 

boxes, but he didn’t come back, but her sister is saying it’s good that he didn’t come back 

because the kids would have ruined the boxes...she’s saying this kind of work she would have 

done if she could do it in the home...it’s an easy job...she was really excited...she said the most 

difficult thing is….and she tried to encourage everyone to do this job but the person who 

proposed this job just disappeared. She thinks that maybe because he knew there were kids 

and didn’t want, he was scared. 

 

So a Lebanese gentleman approached you directly? 

 

So he was Lebanese...I asked them how did he know about you… So the building here is a 

shopping centre and it used to be a very well-known shopping centre before the war, the civil 

war in Lebanon,...but then due to the war the area here deteriorated so….the building ...so it’s 

known for being a….surrounded with business men…. 

 

So we have touched on this topic before but I would like to understand where do the 

children go to school and with whom, are they with other Syrians or are they with 

Lebanese children? 

 

They go to a public school...they go together...the first year she used to take them and bring 

them back but this year they go with their cousins...But her sister is worried because it gets 

dark very early.  Very dark so they come back.  At seven….so they walk for more than half an 

hour...so every night she’s worried about...because they….her daughter is fifteen...her daughter 

is fourteen...and they’re worried about them after dark. 

 

Of course….and this school are they mixing with the local Lebanese children? 

 

In school….okay….In the morning it’s the Lebanese but in the afternoon it’s the Syrians.  

 

Right...I think we’ll ask them about that in other interviews but let’s move on… Shall we 

ask about electricity?  I think we’re going to do that very shortly...what about health-

care...do you have access to health care and who provides it? 

 

They go to some clinic...PHCs….they give them really simple advices actually like… 

It depends on the kind of consultancy….so some say 2-4 dollars depending on what kind of 

consultancy do they want, and in case the medication is available they either get a discount on 

their medication or they get it for free if...but it depends on the availability of the medicine and 
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it depends on how much the...most of the medication….But as for consultations, these are 

covered by the UNHCR. 

 

But they have to be registered if they’re not registered they can’t. 

 

If they’re not registered the PHC doesn’t have a number and it doesn’t have the proof that 

they’re a refugee. Either way, they pay and they don’t cost much...the initial consultation costs 

10 or 15 dollars but because of the deal with the UNHCR the refugees get a discount… 

 

There is one health centre they go to because they pay 5000, but also because if they have the 

medicine that they need, they give them the medicine for free. 

 

And why is that – is it a subsidised clinic? 

 

It’s one of the health centres…..But not all of them give the medications…. if the medicine is 

available they give it for free. The medication is supported by the minister. 

 

Okay...so I think we’ll now sort of change gears for a little bit and we would love to find 

out some more about your home, and maybe we can stand up and you can maybe show 

us the different areas. Yeah? Okay great….so, I’m really curious as to how you have 

divided this space...so it was one whole room… 

 

Kitchen...her brothers actually…built it 

 

They built it? So did this used to be a shop in the shopping centre? 

 

Her brothers built the walls. The UN provided the electricity...but before they have to do all the 

work...so they did the...the hot water they provided them with hot water. 

 

So the UN provided you with hot water and electricity?  

 

But they pay for it. They give them money to do this 

 

So the UN subsidises you for this...but your brother built the walls? Can we have a quick 

look...so this is your entry hall, and you have a door that you can lock? Okay...and what 

do you use this space for…. 

In the evening if they’ve got some visitors so they sit here and do some work and they use it for 

storage 
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And this is not a functioning…. and you can lock your door. And do you feel secure? 

 

This area is secure. They’re not aggressive against them, they don’t interfere with them. 

 

And this flooring--did you put this in? 

 

It was like this before...four months...a month ago 

 

And did you ask for it or did they offer it? 

 

They came….they asked her what do you need for the house….so she asked for the door 

because especially in winter she can’t have any heating installed inside so she wanted the door 

to keep the heat in 

 

Sorry I needed to flex my legs because (laughing)....so back into this room...and what is this 

space usually used for...what’s the main purpose?  

 

They sleep in also here...and this is the main one they sit here….they watch TV….they eat here 

 

So throughout the day you have to remove the beds put the bedding in there and then 

you get it ready for the other activities like sitting...okay so mattresses there and the 

other there...okay….and altogether how many of you sleep here? Seven, okay seven. 

Okay and may we have a look in here? Okay….and this is your kitchen and bathroom? 

Kay, this is great. So….everything you constructed yourself, you built the walls you 

added the bathroom you added the kitchen…. 

 

Her brother...her brother paid for it 

 

And this door….these two doors....her brother did that….they fixed the electricity 

 

You said you pay $300 for electricity and water 

 

…..you’re speaking English to her… 

 

(Laughing) Thank you for reminding me... 
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Then she’s got 24 hours of electricity...so occasionally when there is a problem with electricity 

in general they have a problem but normally 

 

It’s consistent? 

 

It’s consistent. 

 

That’s very good 

 

So the UN helped them with the water storage because she used to share one with her parents 

but that wasn’t enough so the UN helped her get her own 

 

So there’s a water tank? 

 

There’s a water tank 

 

Where is the water tank? 

 

Here….this floor actually...not on the roof… 

 

Okay so you have a supply of clean water for cooking and washing and you have 24-hour 

electricity  

 

Yeah...so the running water they’ve got no problem but for drinking ones they have to bring 

from the shop. This is washing machine, her brother actually got it but he decided to give it to 

her but before she used to wash everything by hand. 

 

How many years have you been in the house, is it four years almost? August 

2012?...three and a half years….and how do you find the winters - does it get cold in 

winter and hot in summer? 

 

It’s fine in winter it’s not that cold it gets cold sometimes but if they close the door and they’ve 

got the blankets they really can’t have heating installed in this room...the electricity is enough 

for the TV  

 

And what is your next priority for improving the house...what would you like to add or 

change or improve?  
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So a while ago...it fell over her son and she thinks that she needs to get a new one.  

 

So it’s not working right now? But...that one works. Okay...so how are you going to go 

about getting a new one? Are you going to save money or are you going to ask the 

UNHCR? 

 

She wants the mobile one. 

 

Georgia I’m going to ask you to join us now...do you...can you talk about the objects? 

 

Every winter they give them a card by the UN for fuel for winter...it’s $100...just during winter 

for five months they give the $100 so she’s going to save up this money and get a new one and 

then...if they need new clothes she’s going to buy… 

 

(Georgia enters) 

 

So we were just talking about...this hob needs replacing because it fell on her 

son…so...don’t worry, it’ll be fine….so I think 

 

She says it’s fine he doesn’t get a serious injury. But it was broken as a result. She gets it from 

the rubbish bin...so it was already not functioning 

 

(Georgia) Your children are lovely. You have some very talented daughters...I wanted to 

ask you about the things in your house whether there’s objects that you use all the time, 

household objects or things that have sentimental value 

 

Objects? 

 

Like an object that you could not do without. 

 

Fridge. Definitely. 

 

And are there any objects that have sentimental value?  

 

Nothing means anything to her because she was given even the blankets from the UN… They 

are all things that she’s acquired over this time 

 

And where do you go shopping normally? 
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In the neighbourhood. 

 

Okay, I see that you’ve got all your spices...you cook a lot… 

 

Every day. She tries also to cook in advance also for the family so that’s why she needs the 

fridge so she can’t do without the fridge 

 

What are your kids’ meals?  

 

Many things….rice and aubergine….rice with special spices...stuffed aubergine and stuffed 

courgette 

 

Mmmm...and are they recipes from home? Do they remind you of home when you cook 

them? Are they traditional Syrian…? 

 

Yes, this is what she used to cook...I’m asking her if she tried any Lebanese recipes actually.[…] 

 

Never...not a thing...she says she hasn’t tried...I said no one has offered you anything a 

Lebanese recipe or….she said no...anyway I’m saying that Syrian food is much nicer 

 

Are there any ingredients that you used in Syria that you can’t find in Beirut?  

 

She can find everything but...there’s a kind of thing she can’t find here but they used to make it 

in their village….which it’s called Kishick...I really can’t remember...I know what she’s talking 

about...it’s I think wheat and yoghurt and they turn it into a powder and this powder they cook 

it ...so there are different dishes that they cook with this and because she can’t make this and 

she can’t find it that’s why she can’t cook this recipe but you can find it here  

 

Does it make sweet things or savoury things?  

 

Dates with...for special occasions...for...not every day. 

 

Is this to cook with? Is this for breakfast! For breakfast! This is amazing...it looks so 

good...does everyone sit down to eat? 

 

For families they put the meal on the platter..and olives...it replaces the table actually... 
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 And so how often do you go food shopping and how often do you go clothes shopping?  

 

Vegetables once a week….sugar and other things and tea once a month….lentils, rice, all of this 

once a month but vegetables and fruit once a week, meat once a week…. 

 

And her son gets water every day...or is it two days? 

 

And do you have to take your kids with you when you do that or do you leave them 

here?  

 

(laughter).....because they ask them to pay for the kids also on the bus so she goes just her….for 

some company her sister in law or her sister 

 

so….I think we’re sort of coming to the last chapter which is talking about her idea of the 

future. Where would you like to see yourself and your family in one year’s time?  

 

In Syria, definitely in Syria. 

 

So is it possible for you to make any plans or how far in advance do you think about the 

future or are you just focusing on week by week? 

 

Whenever she tries to think about the future a little bit she feels like she’s lost and she decides 

to think about just the day, day by day….when she thinks about what she thought initially like 

it’s going to be four months only and then it’s been four years and maybe more...and then that 

puts her off from thinking about the future….do you want to ask her if she wants anything for 

her kids 

 

What her aspirations are for her kids? 

 

Because she’s been trying to...maybe she would not just see him at school next 

year…Abdullah...support….grade 2 in Syria he didn’t do grade 3….so the first year they didn’t 

allow them to go for the second year they did allow him to...Abdullah didn’t...because it was 

difficult and he said when I go back to Syria I’ll continue….and then last year...support the 

education...so he did it but he didn’t pass then next one he couldn’t join the public school 

so...with the same NGO….when she X to the public school they asked her for a piece of paper 

from that NGO to prove that he can really….but then the NGO said no he didn’t pass he needs 

to go to more classes....so then the school refused….so they study French… 
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And I think we’re probably...I think let’s end on this question if there is a message that 

they’d like to communicate to the British...if there’s anything that they would like to say 

about their situation....it’s a difficult question. 

 

They want the war to end and to go back to their country. She said...the message...now you’ve 

seen the way we live and the way our lives is if they can help us there’s a lot of things where 

they say it’s not necessary for example education first, education for our kids, and clothes...this 

is one change that happened to her...when she came to Lebanon, they buy clothes for her 

family twice a year...but she used to do it more than that.  

 

Alright.  Thank you very much for being so generous. We would love to take a family 

photograph of you and all your children in your home. Would that be alright?....You 

don’t have to  

 

We can take it with the kids but not her 

 

Absolutely. We will try and have the photos printed in Beirut and they we will give it to 

her 

 

This photo is not for exhibition?  

 

No, no, jus tour documentation. 

 

Documentation, okay, I think she’s worried that...so she’s going to get it and for you but it’s not 

for 

 

No...Okay...for the...we would like to be in touch next year when the sculpture...so we 

can send you photographs of it so that you can see our work. So do you have an e-mail? 

 

Next summer… 

 

So do you think it’s unlikely that she has e-mail…WhatsApp 

 

WhatsApp 

 

Okay so...one of the things we’ve made is going to go into our exhibition, it’s here, and we’re 

going to cast it. 
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What have you cast?  

 

We’ve cast...oh no I’ve tidied it away...we made a cast of this little vase….here it is...it’s going to 

be really nice...she’s very talented she’s very good at using clay and making sculpture 

 

So she’s very generously allowed us to take a photograph of the kids...so Abdullah do 

you want to be in the photo? 
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Childcare 

Charbel Seejan collective shelter 
 

So when she was pregnant with him, she had to take some medicine because she was 

worried...when she was pregnant with him it was the beginning and she was also worried and 

she had to take some medicines and these medicines affected him actually ….when he was 

fifteen days old...until know when cries...he’s got...affecting also the swallowing these 

things...so she’s saying I don’t want more children because already 

 

She has her hands very full...and how do you feel about having more children...bringing more 

children...having more children in Lebanon...I’m not sure how to phrase that, it’s really difficult 

 

What do you want to know? 

 

Obviously it’s a very liminal time and how she feels about bringing children into this 

insecure….maybe it’s too personal...another question we could ask is how they talk to their 

children about Syria and how to keep those memories alive of home...do you think both of 

those are a bit too sensitive?  

 

All the time...so they get in contact with other kids they stay in touch….but the little one...they 

ask "When are we going back?" 

 

So when your children ask when are we going back how do you respond...ahh, you understand 

 

Yes she does. 

 

They tell them when the war is over we’ll go back….so...the reason that they came here is 

because of the aviation...the ...what do you call it the Russian air force so that’s what they were 

scared of the air force, the air-raid...the kids were scared of them so when the kids ask them 

they say so when we don’t have those….I’ll ask her this question if you want...wherever I am, I 

like a big family she says...maybe also the UN has helped with that so they didn’t have to pay 

for the hospital or anything they did the whole thing so this is why they don’t think there’s a big 

problem it’s made it easier for her to have...so she wouldn’t live here without UN support 

actually...health-care...they said like food shelter are no problem but health-care is the most 

difficult to find 

 

So the UNHCR covered all of the ante-natal and sort of childbirth processes?  
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70%....she only paid 40 dollars. 

 

Okay...from childbirth to ageing...do you have...are both your parents here in Beirut?  

 

Her parents are here but her parents are not… 

 

May I ask how old are your parents? 

 

Her dad is fifty and her mum is sixty. She thinks they’re old 

 

My mum is sixty as well! And may I ask you how old you are? Is that appropriate? 

 

Thirty three….she’s been married for...ten years 

 

And do your parents because they’re slightly older do they have more need for health-

care and if so are their needs being met?  

 

Her dad buys medicine every month...they’ve had the card for five months for their parents so 

they can buy….before this, before five months ago, no they didn’t have….her dad had to go to 

Syria to have two operations so depends on the doctors...and the doctors actually advised her 

to go to Syria I know many people...so he went back to Syria...and immediately he had his 

operation in Syria...he’s diabetic...so he’s got different illnesses….he’s quick-tempered and 

when he gets angry he gets sick.  

 

So I think we’ve covered a lot of health-care...what would you like...I’m keen to 

understand more their integration or lack thereof into the Lebanese society, so I would 

be really keen to understand do they have any interaction with the Lebanese and is it 

transactional like in the clinics in the shops, or do they have any social…? 

 

They’ve never had the chance to...Lebanese families...they’ve never had to say hello to a 

Lebanese person 

 

And in these transactional interactions you have with the Lebanese...how are they...do 

they feel welcomed or is there….? 
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Friendly. They...yeah...very friendly….and even with the kids they’re very friendly. Even in the 

restaurant downstairs they know them s when they see the UN coming they see them, they 

help them in...They facilitate 

 

I don’t know whether we’ve asked this already but do they have any contact with the 

landlord who owns the space, how do they organise paying rent do they pay it to one 

person is there one Syrian family who looks after that or is there a variety? 

 

The landlord is abroad...so when the UN came to fix a few things here they had to get the 

permission from the landlord and because the landlord lives away they couldn’t get permission 

and even the other person...so the UN couldn’t do any fixing of this place….so each building has 

a landlord, a different one… 

 

And are the conditions similar? Are you all paying the same rent? 

 

She has to pay extra 40,000 for electricity ...she has to pay around 80 thou for electricity, 40 for 

electricity the normal one and the other one is for the generator…so most of the rooms here 

are 300 dollars if there’s something cheaper it would be 250 her parents found her one here 

that would be 250 but she refused to move because she’d got used to this one and her brother 

already spent 800 dollars to fix this one and there’s another one downstairs...there’s more 

air...but that’s why she wants 

 

Does it get very hot in the summer?  

 

It’s very hot. [another woman enters]. She was born in Lebanon... they’re neighbours 

 

So we can see that you like to gather in each other’s homes a lot. 

 

She’s taking the kids to school. 

 

Do you think it would be...any more children...can you ask her if….I don’t want to….is 

there any directions that we’re now going...I think we’re now just….they seem to share a 

lot of responsibilities regarding taking the children to school…Maybe we can see if that’s 

a rota? 

 

So we’re really interested to find out whether...how you share the motherhood and 

household...your neighbour is taking your children to school now, do you sometimes 

also take her children to school and do you share those responsibilities?  
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So she offers to sit with the baby….and also she gets her her things like nappies, things for the 

kids...she gets her the groceries 

 

And when you’re outside outside this building do you feel safe? Because there’s a lot of 

men in this area, it’s a rougher area of Beirut. 

 

Do you mean in this area mainly? 

 

Yes, this area. 

 

Her son also ...it’s an unhealthy space so they need to take the kids outside. 

 

And how often do they go outside? 

 

Every other day...the old ones already go to school so they see the sun but she takes out the 

small ones every other day 

 

And where does she take them? 

 

There is a small park so they play there...the mother of this baby she lives in the other house it 

has a courtyard so they take the kids 

 

So they don’t play in public house they play in the courtyard 

 

They play in both...it’s not a park it’s just a little squareA green area. 

 

Where they can go and play? 

 

So the most difficult part of the day when the kids are bored really and they don’t know what to 

do with them because they want to take the kids out but it’s expensive 

 

And was there somewhere in Syria where you could take kids for free? 

 

So they used to live in a village so they didn’t realise that would be a problem for them the kids 

were out all day in Syria there are free parks...I used to live in the city...every area has got its 

own big park...it has swings and...So it wasn’t a problem for them in Syria 
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In Syria you would have large families but you had larger homes and...But you still want to have 

a large family in a smaller space with less public amenities?  

 

I’m not worried….because she thinks that she’s not going to stay here forever...it’s a 

temporary… 

 

So do you plan for the future or can you plan for the future? 

 

She wants to go back to Syria, this is what she’s saying, and go back to ordinary life...it’s true 

that we eat and drink but X is killing...I’m not working...I have a degree and I don’t work with 

my degree and my husband...from his degree...and I want to live in a house a proper house… 

 

Can I just--quickly one more question--clearly you are very well educated, you’re very 

smart but you don’t have the ability right now to apply your skills and knowledge--how 

do you stay intellectually stimulated--are you learning, are you reading or…? 

 

She tries to read….if there’s a program on TV that’s...I’m asking her if...she helps her kids with 

their homework and...I was asking if she tried to help the others with their homework...she’s 

saying it depends on the… 

 

And your husband how does he...I have two questions about your husband. One, how 

did he find his job, and what are the conditions of the job--is it part-time or full-time?  

 

He was already working when he was studying, he was working and studying….for the 

university fees. 

 

So he was working here as a painter while he was studying and so he maintained those 

connections. 

 

And how long does he work every day? 

 

Minimum eight, nine hours. 

 

I’m keen to understand how her relationship with her husband has changed since they 

got here and whether it has put a strain on their relationship or whether it has brought 

them closer together because they have to have solidarity….does she feel that their 

relationship has changed? 
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Both of us understand what is going on. They’re even closer. 

 

And are they practising...do they go to the mosque or...are they able to do that duty in 

this space or… 

 

He doesn’t pray...all the rituals, all the things…. 

 

Do you have any religious artefacts in the home? Like the Qur’an? 

 

Yes. Praying mat...so the religion and practicing and fasting...they try also to make them 

practice fasting during Ramadan….yeah, praying and fasting...it’s better to teach them when 

they’re young so they get used to it 

 

But all of that happens at home? 

 

Yeah, so they don’t have… 

 

And would they not go to the Muslim area? 

 

Transport and expenses and stuff so that stops them. Sometimes her father would go to the 

mosque with some men from the same place and they would do it together but I guess it’s the 

expenses 

 

And do the men socialise quite a lot, I can see that all the mothers and children see each 

other quite a lot--do the men see each other?  

 

They don’t mix with men so… they’ve got similar professions so they get together but...not in 

the house….but for her dad, her dad’s friends can come to the house and they can sit...he’s an 

old man he works for a company 

 

And their dad what does he like to do, do they play chess or what...do they drink (tea?) 

 

He used to be a school teacher...so he’s very organised, around 10 he’ll wake up and have his 

breakfast and then some coffee and then he goes out and walks for an hour and then he comes 

back and then he’ll have his lunch and then he goes out again for another hour. And in the 

evening he will go down and sit with a neighbour...he has a special...because he’s diabetic...and 

also he’s got high blood pressure so. 
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[…] Thank you again so much for answering all of our many, many questions--your English, I am 

so impressed.  
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Men and masculinity  

Koura collective shelter 

 
 

 

Do you want to stand in the shade? 

 

Because of my pale skin? Yes please. Erm..Can you tell me your names? 

 

Saleem. Abdulmimnan. 

 

Can I ask how long each of you has been here? 

 

Saleem has been here for three years. And Abdulmimnan five years.  

 

And how has it changed over that time? 

  

We manage to cope. It wasn’t easy in the beginning because you are living in a room, you are 

living in an unfinished building. It wasn’t easy at all. However now, as time passed, we got used 

to it. This is our home basically. 

 

And does that mean you’ve made a lot of changes to the structure of the rooms, you’ve 

put up new walls, you’ve hung up fabric to partition them. How have you made the 

space more habitable? 

 

He’s saying that they started to improvise and they started to invent from whatever material 

possible to enhance the structure of the house. They used to go to the Sunday market which is 

for second hand items whenever they find a curtain, they would buy it, wash and hang it over. 

And then they added some tiles to the floor and after that the UN came and they settle at with 

something very nice. That’s what he said. 

 

So there’ve been major renovations recently? 

  

Yes. It’s been less than a year. For example all of these builders that you see here are all new. 
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And who speaks to the landlord about renting rooms and stuff? Is it one person 

speaking for everyone or does everyone speak for themselves? 

 

Basically there is a person designated by the landlord who lives here, who takes care of 

everything related to this compound because it’s a full compound you see there’s the 

unfinished building over here and the finished buildings over there. Everything is being done 

through that person. He’s Egyptian married to a Lebanese. They don’t really interact but they 

live via the landlord. 

 

Does that mean you have contact with the other people in these other parts? 

 

Yes they do communicate and they have interaction. His actually, his brothers and sisters live as 

well. There are a lot of Syrians as well renting there but because the houses are bigger than 

ours so two or three families will rent one apartment and they will share it together. 

 

And how are the interactions with Lebanese people, have them been friendly, have they 

been tense? 

 

He’s saying that in the past it’s case by case. Whereas we have some good relationships with 

some Lebanese families, we do sometimes do not have any communication with other 

Lebanese families. For example he’s talking about an incident that happened to them last year 

where he had a dispute with some other families, a Lebanese family and he had to move out. 

But it’s case by case in fact. 

 

Ok and he had to move rather than the Lebanese. Who made that decision? 

 

Basically, initially, there were Lebanese living here. The problem was with one of the Lebanese 

in one of the floors in the nearby building. However, in the midst of the issue of the dispute that 

they had, his whole family was asked to move out, by force. Only his family because basically 

they were the face of the dispute. However, now he came back and I was asking him why did 

you come back, what changed? He said that the landlord asked the Lebanese family to move 

out. And since they owned the apartment, the landlord bought it back just to let them go out. 

 

So they were causing the trouble? That family? 

 

He’s saying that yes. They were a family constantly creating constant fuss about things. They 

don’t like to see this scene. They don’t like to see a lot of people gathered around, children this 

local vegetable vendor coming and people coming out. So they used to always shout and 
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sometimes they would curse and they would ask the children to go inside. At first we used to 

just stand silent and not do anything about it. However, one day I spoke back and he spoke 

back to me and our voices started to rise and you know how things start to escalate and 

everyone saying a word from her and a word from her and a curse from here and a curse from 

there and it escalated into a problem and he was actually advised to leave because he doesn’t 

want it to go into a deeper problem than it is so he was advised to leave. 

 

And were the other Lebanese family on their side or did they not want to take a side? 

They didn’t want to get involved? 

 

So he’s saying that some of the Syrian families were feeling that this dispute will happen again 

and will escalate and will affect other families too. So they started moving as well. However, the 

other other Lebanese were position was basically was not in favour of the dispute actually. On 

the contrary, they were asking why are we doing this? Why is this happening? It is not their 

fault, it is not our fault and the landlord played a major role in mitigating this conflict and then 

releasing it bit by bit until now when the family finally moved out. 

 

Absolutely. Can I ask do all of you have families here with you? 

 

Yes. 

 

Can I ask if you all have children? 

 

 [laughs] The whole building is actually children. 

 

So he has five children. So he was married twice. From his first wife he had one son and four 

daughters and now he doesn’t have any. But they’re all big and they’re all married and their all 

abroad. 

 

And yourself? 

 

Three. Three children.  

 

And do they, are they school age? 

 

All of them basically, they’re sixteen and below so they are at school age but some are younger 

as well. He’s saying look around, this is the average age. 
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Right ok. So many have been born since arriving here. 

 

So one of his kids for example was born in Lebanon. 

 

They were all born in Syria and they came here. 

 

All came together. 

 

He’s saying because I know him and I’ve met him before he’s like ‘but you know that, she was 

pregnant when we arrived here’ and he’s saying that some got married here in Lebanon 

 

Do you think, do people tend to want more kids now, to bring some life into the world? 

Or are they quite concerned about having children now because money’s so tight and 

the situation’s so precarious? 

 

He’s saying that yes, the situation is very difficult. The economic-financial situation. Look at me, 

I’m here I’m selling at home. My wife is going to work in olive picking which is a seasonal kind of 

work. And she earns around $13.6 dollars a day. So yes, part of it is financial capability and 

situation and economic vulnerability. 

 

He’s saying that in addition, we have a lot of expenses to pay here from electricity to medical 

prescriptions to water. He is paying around thirty dollars per month for water. Yesterday he 

[inaudible] sixty dollars for electricity and for water. 

 

He’s saying and it’s all related to the job opportunities and the employment opportunities. 

Whenever you want to start your own business, or your own project, before starting it you 

know that you’ve already failed because you need to comply with the rules and regulations set 

by the government. However, what are our alternatives? He’s telling me a story about 

[inaudible] a month ago and he was approached today by the authorities telling him taking 

information and gathering information [inaudible] and if he has such legal documentation to 

open such a business. So this is one of the challenges they’re facing right now. 

 

He’s saying that in addition there’s this challenge where the families are scattered. He’s saying 

that for example, he himself, his whole family is abroad, none of them live in Lebanon and he’s 

the only one and the only member of his family living in Lebanon and he hopes he will get a 

chance to resettle  soon. 

 

So the rest of your family have been resettled? 
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Some of them. Some of them with UNHCR and some of them keep on moving. I’m sorry I have 

to take this call. 

 

He’s saying and now it’s a general kind of situation here where it’s not that we want the UN to 

resettle us, we want to leave now. If the situ – if Turkey opens its borders, everyone is going to 

leave tomorrow, and everyone will want to go there. Because we see that going back to Syria is 

quite impossible at this stage to return. 

 

Just because of the conflict or because you felt like there’s not much to return home to? 

 

So some have lost everything, they’ve lost their houses and others cannot go back because of 

the conflict. 

 

The situation is becoming worse. 

 

In Syria, in Syria, we can’t see anymore. [inaudible] That’s what he’s saying. Even if your house 

hasn’t been destroyed, if you want to go back you would consider thinking twice because those 

who participated in a protest five years ago, and have already forgotten that they even 

participated, might be subject to some protection issues. 

 

So this is why they have those concerns. 

 

And is there a sense that if you have left, that makes you a suspect automatically? 

 

He’s saying that they hear a lot of stories about people who might be taken for questioning at 

the borders even before entering the country. So if they have this kind of idea that and they’ve 

been away for the past three years so. 

 

Just going back to work, do you find that it’s easier for women to find work than men?  

Or is it the same or easier for men? 

 

They’re saying that basically it depends from what kind of work they’re asked to do. Mainly 

because it has to do in every culture it’s seasonal, it’s fruit and vegetable picking or olive picking 

and these are things that are done by women. And he’s saying that sometimes it’s exploitation 

as well because they work for a full day in exchange of six dollars and a man wouldn’t accept 

that, and I don’t know how a woman would accept [inaudible] 
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So women are more likely to be compliant? They’re less likely to cause trouble by saying 

by refusing to accept light payment. 

 

So no it’s not only about women it’s about the need. So everyone will need. If someone is really 

suffocated and they’re really poor and needs to work anything they will agree and accept it. 

 

And is it quite different here? In Syria would your wife expect to work or would she be 

expected to stay at home, how have things changed and how has that affected? 

 

The general picture is, because in Syria some of them have those houses with the farms. So yes, 

if they own that farm, if they own that house then yes, they work 

 

On their own land? 

 

On their own land. And only 20 or 30 percent of the [inaudible] population used to work, either 

as those who are educated in government institutions or in schools this is basically - or mainly 

housewives. 

 

And has that put pressure on your relationship with your wives that you know suddenly 

both of you have to look for work and you might be expected to stay at home? 

 

He’s saying basically we have a lot of limitations. In addition to all of the challenges and 

problems we are facing, whenever we see a police car, we are trying to hide. Why do we hide? 

Because we don’t have a valid residency permit and it’s affecting our access to employment. If I 

went to work, he’s saying, in a nearby village and there is a curfew after 8.30pm he cannot 

work. If he wants to go to work in the nearby city of Tripoli, he will have to cross a check-point 

and then he might be subject to arrest for not having the legal documentation, valid ones. So 

this is why women are not stopped at check points and they have access more than men to job 

opportunities. Abdulminan was saying as well he used to work in Beirut but now because of 

lack of valid residency, he no longer goes to work because he cannot, he would have to cross a 

checkpoint. 

 

What did you work as in Beirut? 

 

Furniture maker. 

 

And were you able to work in a shop or a factory or? 
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In a shop. 

 

And there’s no work like that near here? 

 

Basically here it’s very limited we should all either go to Tripoli or Beirut. Mainly in cities. 

 

Basically what they’re saying is that mainly if they get an opportunity to work here, because 

they’re all specialised, they all have their own experience so they’re not regular workers, 

they’re owners of the job really, they’re skilled. In many instance they work in labour at the rate 

of a labourer because the Lebanese person is the skilled person. 

 

So can I ask what jobs you did in Syria? 

 

Manufacturer 

 

Maker or seller? 

 

He makes. Actually manufacturing and selling. So you would go to him and ask him to, you 

would place an order and then he would deliver that order. 

 

A contractor in internal decoration. Wallpapers, internal decoration, the Egyptian decoration of 

the walls. 

 

And have you been able to find any work like that here? 

 

No. They have not. There is no work. They are not doing anything but the construction. He’s 

saying because we don’t have the valid residency permits, we cannot move around so the 

opportunities will be limited this is why we cannot find any opportunities here at least. 

 

He’s been a hairdresser basically, a men’s hairdresser, he used to have his own shop in Syria. 

 

Did you have your own employees there or was it just you? 

 

No it was only me. In Homs. 

 

Have you found people from your own cities living here as well? Do you tend to hang 

out with them more or is it just very open? 
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Yes some do have some relatives, others don’t. However, all of us here, we’re one big family. 

We all come from different areas in Syria, from different countries, different provinces as well 

but so no we’re all one family and yes, sometimes they are part of the same area or the 

same…but they all come together. We have from everywhere, we have from Raqqa, we have 

from (Amsha?) we have from Aleppo. 

 

Have they found that there’s, maybe they would never have had the opportunity to 

travel that much in Syria but was it different in Syria, would there have been more 

friction between people from different areas and now there’s none? Or would they not 

have had much interaction? 

 

They’re saying actually no, it didn’t change much because even back when we were living Syria 

when we find any foreigner coming to our area, to our city, our country, we would welcome 

them because we know that he is foreigner, he might need additional help and assistance. And I 

went to further explain, try to explain, get some aspects in case like for marriages, now I see 

that a lot of refugees from Aleppo are marrying people from Homs or from Damascus and did 

this used to happen as well even before? They’re like yes, yes, [inaudible] used to exist so 

there’s no problem. 

 

Because basically in terms of social organisation here whenever they want to get married, it’s 

basically based on relationships. It’s not based on where they’re from and where they come 

from. It’s basically based on ethics and an [inaudible] so for example if I have a son and he has a 

daughter and I know that he is one of the good people here in the area then I would just go and 

talk to him and go regardless of which area they come from. 

 

So in terms of young people of marrying age interacting in the camps, does that happen entirely 

through their parents? Or is there time for young people to get to know each other? 

 

The average age for marriage or engagement here, I’m just clarifying something, he’s saying 

that our culture, even what used to happen prior in Syria, sixteen is the average age of a girl 

getting engaged. 

 

So how do you handle the extra pressure of having to look after your household and say 

you have four daughters? How do you handle the pressure of having to look after them 

while they wait for an eligible man? 
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Now they don’t have the marriage-age daughters so I don’t think they can accurately 

explain and answer this so they’re having speculations. Better to find a case that has 

that. What do you think? 

 

No I agree. I think that’s right. So your children must ask questions that you don’t really have an 

answer to in terms of, when is the war going to end? Where are we going to go next? And stuff 

like that. That you don’t really have an answer to. How do you deal with that? 

 

They’re saying that you know children ask all kinds of questions. [laughs] they just ask 

any kind of questions like when are we going back? When can we go to school even when it’s 

summer and there is no school. So a lot of questions. Our main answer would be that  hopefully 

we’ll go back soon hopefully. They ask are we going to live here forever? Is this our country? 

He’s saying that his four year old soon his three year old son actually, if you ask him now he 

would say Syria. To him, Syria is home because  although he doesn’t know what Syria is and he’s 

never been to Syria and he was born actually in Lebanon, but they always have these kind of 

questions. And the answer it will be let’s hope, let’s pray to God and hopefully we will return. 

 

Do you feel pressure to kind of look strong, look like it’s not a big problem everything’s going to 

be fine even when of course you might be feeling worried? 

 

He’s saying of course they have, they feel this pressure whenever they want to answer but they 

always try to be optimistic and say yes, one day we’ll go back to Syria, one day we’ll go back to 

your friends, one day we’ll go back home. But there is a pressure, there is a pressure because 

there is a pressure on us because we don’t want them to be pessimistic about the situation 

[inaudible]. Now your question can’t be asked to him because he has a 16 year old daughter but 

he was just saying that for example for him, he lives in a matchbox. 

  

She even sometimes says that it’s better maybe to die over living this kind of life that we’re 

living here. His daughter always complains that I’m always saying at home there’s nothing to 

do, they have no relatives and basically not doing anything is like living in a small cell because 

they don’t have any relatives here. 

 

And does she want to get married as soon as possible? 

 

He’s saying although she’s 16 and this is the custom, he doesn’t want to because he feels that 

she’s still young yeah, if there is education, she would have continued her education, but no to 

married. She had a number of proposals but he said no, he wants her to mature more. 
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He’s saying that there is an aspect we need to look into when I was saying this example because 

it’s related as well to the generation. There are very few people in her age if none and the only 

way to interact with people from her age is going to school. So this is why this might be a 

challenge to her so it’s a generation as well. 

 

So what kind of access to schooling does she have? 

 

He’s saying that she used to go to school back in Syria but she was facing some kind of medical 

situation in her legs so she stopped going to school because if anything happened then their 

situation would escalate. This is why she stopped going to school back in Syria for a year at least 

so she could fully recover from her injury however, the situation started in Syria and they had 

to leave. And when she came here she said that she got tired and she got bored and she 

doesn’t want to go back to school because she was psychologically affected by the situation. 

However, she still supports her brothers, her siblings with their homework and she always 

assists them with everything related to the curriculum as well. 

 

Do you, with your children, do you prefer not to talk about your lives in Syria too much? 

Or do you prefer to keep it in their minds like fresh? 

 

We try to prevent opening the subject of Syria with our children we do. However, they ask 

because in a lot of instances we still have relatives back in Syria so they ask about the relatives, 

they ask about the friends. So for example his brother in Syria recently passed away due to the 

conflict. So they were asking where is he? What happened to him? So they ask because children 

themselves are curious but whenever we have a chance to avoid it, we avoid it. 

 

And do you feel like if you talk about the good times in Syria that you had in the past, 

like how you met their mum or whatever, that’s going to be too painful for them to 

here? Or too painful for you to talk about? 

 

He’s saying yes, it is very painful for us because even if we’re adults, we try as much as we can 

to hide it. But yes, we feel sad whenever we open it. But they ask as well because sometimes 

they remember. His kids used to ask they used to tell him ‘remember when you used to take us 

to your shop?’ sometimes they have, they open the photos. They have some CDs with the 

family photos and some events and gatherings of the families so they watch it sometimes and 

they open the Facebook, the go through the photos, they go through the cities, they remember 

the neighbourhoods. I don’t want to lie and say we’re not affected by it, we are affected by it.   
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He’s talking about a photo album with over 500 photographs that he’s got from Syria, his 

wedding photos; all of their photos are still there. 

 

Speaking of photos, do you mind if I take one? And then if it’s ok, I would like to go 

inside and if they wouldn’t mind showing me one of their homes? 

 

So how many of you live in this home? 

 

Seven 

 

So have you lived here since you arrived in the community? 

 

First he lived with another family in the village for two months and then he moved here. He is 

the first person to arrive to this building 

 

Really? Was it completely empty when you arrived? 

 

Yeah there was nothing actually, there wasn’t even a building; it was only the skeleton of the 

building. Basically he’s saying that as soon as families started to arrive, the response was to 

build a wall, give them a door and a water point. 

 

This is from UNHCR or landlords? 

 

The landlord basically started doing that, to rent them. For example, because he works in 

[inaudible] he can do a job [inaudible] and then he did this with limited resources. There is 

another room so he started dividing the shelter into several rooms. 

 

Oh ok, so before, yeah I see. So these - where did the materials come from? 

 

Because he used to work in this industry before, so whenever he had extra materials, or 

basically things to throw, he would use them to recreate their usage or recycle them. Whenever 

he’s doing a piece, the piece of wood is remaining that they are use – that’s usually thrown, 

he’d use it in recycling. 

 

So that was in Beirut that that work was being done? 

 

No, here. 
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And so, when you arrived, how much rent did you pay? 

 

Two hundred dollars, it’s always been two hundred dollars. 

 

 

So do you – is that quite a good rent? Do you speak to other refugees in the area who 

have to spend more or less? 

 

Basically, he’s saying that compared to other shelters it’s very expensive, it’s too expensive. 

Because he, when he left and he went to another village, he used to pay less rent for a much 

bigger house, much bigger than all of those three shelters combined, for less than two hundred 

dollars. They used to share it with a family. I told him then why did you move back, why did you 

come back here if you have alternative options that are better? He was saying that we got 

bored because there is no social life. [inaudible] you have this kind of social circle that you 

interact with, so that’s why he came back. 

 

And do people ask you for help with putting up walls and partitions and as well? Or are 

the other houses much more basic because they don’t have that knowledge? 

 

Some have it partitioned with bricks and others use different kinds of materials. 

 

And do you help each other make those changes or is it just everybody looks after their 

own shelter? 

 

No we are all together based on specialisation, so depending on specialisation 

 

So he says they have a pool of skills here so they help each other based on specialisation. Some 

help with the tiles and the flooring, others help with the woodworks and whether they’re 

carpenters and some help with the building. 

 

And do you find the women have a similar thing where some of them will know how to 

do like first aid and some of them will know how to cook really well. Do they have a 

similar pool of skills? 

  

He’s saying that yes, it’s even more than men. 
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When it comes to cooking as well. For example his wife doesn’t know how to do any 

kind of dessert or pastry so she goes to a lady who usually does it in the compound an 

learns and gets some sort of [inaudible] 

 

There is always an exchange of knowledge and information. 

 

Because the way you cook is different from people who come from Homs cook differently from 

the people who come from Raqqa. So there is always this exchange of knowledge and 

experiences. 

 

As a result, have their meals changed quite a lot over time? 

 

There is this very interesting sense of community here in this building. They share food, 

especially in Ramadan and outside Ramadan so they share food with other neighbours. 

 

So it’s quite, the way that women interact here and how they share and the time they 

have to spend together, is that different here from how it was in Syria? 

 

He’s saying do you want some tea? 

 

How are we doing for time? 

 

I think we have seven minutes. 

 

Seven minutes. Probably best not then. […] 

 

Yeah. I told him [inaudible] they are asking about resettlement quotas and if we have any 

information. I was explaining that in many instances if a refugee family portfolio or profile, 

would fit one of the settlement criteria, we contact to get the basic consent for their file to be 

considered and in many instances the families will say no I don’t want to be resettled. So it can 

happen. He’s saying yeah because he knows someone who was contacted and he says no, he 

doesn’t want to travel. He’s saying yes because a lot of families are actually against this, they 

don’t want to be resettled. 

 

Because they don’t want to leave the region, the Arab world? 

 

He’s asking about authorisation assistance that he wasn’t contacted yet. So now because we’re 

working on a comment card with other UN agencies [inaudible] UNICEF and the FCC. So they all 
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received one card where all the assistance coming. So he’s asking ‘am i going to get any fuel 

support?’ they say fuel support referring to winterisation actually this is the – so i told him yes it 

didn’t start yet so let’s give it some time because winterisation assistance was not yet uploaded 

into the card. 

He’s saying one of the main challenges is related to work because if we have work, none of the 

Syrians considered leaving or travelling or being resettled. This is what he said. Can we check 

with Paula? 

 

It’s probably wise because it sometimes takes a little bit of time. If they need a little bit 

more, if they insistent on having it because I see the …  

 

[conversation moves to another room] 

 
They are telling him that non-formal education is not a good idea because it is not accredited 

and the children, even if they are being taught, they will not be accredited if they want to go to 

a formal school and it will affect their future because it’s not formal. 

 

So they are run by a local person who teaches - ? 

 

By charity organisations. They teach the Syrian curriculum. In chance of education activities are 

not an actual school, that’s why they say it’s an association and it’s called X. 

 

Is there a reason they prefer that to a formal school? 

 

First, the curriculum is Syrian, second it’s because they started there, they had limited access 

first to formal education and then their friends are there. And if he wants to remove them and 

put them in another school then it will be challenging, challenging for his children. 

 

But would you consider doing it as Khalid says there are advantages? 

 

He’s saying basically they were promised that they would get accreditation after grade 6. 

 

Oh I see 

 

If they don’t get that accreditation then he will because he thinks that the quality of education 

is better than the one that is offered. And there is another challenge related to public school is 

that if they are registered in the second shift then they will come when it is almost dark which is 

too late, so this is a morning shift which is much easier. 
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And my children usually sleep at 7.30, 8, and if they were to go to public school, they would 

come back at around 6.30. 

 

Mmhmm, they have to eat and… 

 

So now it’s better that they stay in the school and come back. 

 

Erm, I see there are locks on the doors, is there concern about crime or anything like 

that or is it just privacy? 

 

I think it’s a standard, I think it’s a standard but I’ll ask. 

 

So basically there was an assessment and the doors that needed to be changed, they changed it 

and all the doors came with locks but we don’t usually lock it, we keep it open and we just close 

it [inaudible] 

 

Do you know if any refugees have been affected by crime? 

 

Nothing at all. This is why we continue to live here and stay here because there is no problem, 

there are no problems 

 

Yeah mmmhmm, In this building in particular? Mmhmm. But have you heard any bad 

things about other places in Lebanon? 

  

We hear but we’re not sure. We hear about it that this happening in Wahaa which is a 

collective shelter. I don’t know if you saw a huge building on your way here, to the left? It’s like 

an abandoned [inaudible] turned into a collective shelter? 

 

Yes this is the same building next to it. They said that they hear a lot of stories yes, they do hear 

some stories of kidnapping sometimes, but they’re not sure they don’t know, 

 

And were they affected by the, because obviously the, was it car? Bombings? The ones in the 

village in north Bekaah. Then after that there was quite a few unrest. That’s it. 

 

Because there was a lot of tension afterwards right? 
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Of course we were concerned so we were imagining the consequences however nothing 

happened 

 

Great. 

 

He’s saying that event the Lebanese host community, they know who we are they know us by 

name; it’s not that we’re moving and coming and moving and coming and newcomers are 

turning up. We’re the same people. He’s been here for five years so they become part of this 

community where everyone knows each other so 

 

So they feel like neighbours more than guests? 

  

Yes, he does 

 

And where did you, you mentioned you left when you had those kind of the problem 

with one of your neighbours you went to a different place and then you came back. 

Where was it that you went to? 

 

To Bersa.  

  

Mm and it was a bigger place? Cheaper? 

 

He’s saying it wasn’t cheaper, it was much bigger. 

 

I see. Same price but larger. 

 

Yeah but because they were sharing the cost 

 

Mmm 

  

He’s saying that basically it is cheaper if you compare it because I told him ‘how much do you 

pay?’ he said $360 so it’s cheaper if it’s a house that it can accommodate three families, he’s 

like yes if you compare it yeah because here I pay two hundred dollars, others in smaller rooms, 

they pay hundred and fifty dollars and now even my brothers are renting for two or three 

hundred dollars but we chose to come back here because of the sense of community. 

  

I guess it’s 3.37. 

Is it? Gosh it passes so quickly. 
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Snakes and scorpions 
Koura collective shelter 
 

Here it’s full of snakes in summer 

 

Urgh! 

 

They were, they were, it’s it’s the children were gathered, trying to kill something on the 

ground, he was like ‘what are you doing’ they said ‘there’s a spider’ but it was a scorpion 

actually. 

 

Eugh! Has anyone been hurt in the past? 

 

Yes there was one guy. A father and the son. Scorpion bite ... He’s saying that they have a local 

kind of healing uh mechanism. Instead of going to the doctor or instead of doing it yourself, 

they just bring a raw egg, they open it and put it, they place it where the scorpion stung the 

person and it will draw out the ... All the, the poison 

 

[...] 

 

So, how did you know how to make the shelter? 

 

Basically, they’re all carpenters, construction workers, labourers either here or back in Syria so 

they know how to do them so. 

 

Oh wow. Hence uh it’s the best one I’ve seen so far. 

 

They say even the construction style is similar to the one in Syria, when they have done the 

roof. 

 

Oh really? 

 

And they’re saying that here this is the shelter and as you can see the roof is too low and this is 

higher so it’s even easier for us for ventilation during summer 

  

Ah oh. Ah yeah it’s low and straight. I can come in?  
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This is one of the most interesting aspects, every time I go into the kitchen and how 

organised it is.  

 

Mmhmm yeah absolutely and yet very beautiful like there’s been,  attention has been paid to 

make sure it’s organised and uh and it’s pretty. Very interesting. So this is their old place but 

they’re building a new one for this same family? 

 

Mhmm their saying that it’s now a mess because now that we’re moving and she’s tired so 

she’s like  I don’t want to rearrange this because we’re moving anyway. 

  

So how long does it take to put up a shelter? 

  

A month. 

 

A month!? Wow 

 

So that they can have the doors, the partitions, the windows, the floors they put the stuff to put 

the water infrastructure as well like the drainage and stuff. 

  

And when they make the partitions and stuff like that are all of them the same? Like you 

have one room for sleeping, one room for cooking of are there other differences? 

  

So they’re a family of 7 numbers so she’s saying that my family is big in size so that’s why she 

needs she needs a room for the boys, a room for the girls, a room for her and her husband a 

room whenever a gust is coming like a living room so yeah it takes time because she needs to 

organise it. 

 

Mmm so what things are you doing differently in the new place to what you’re doing 

here? 

 

She’s saying that the new shelter is smaller in size but they will have more rooms. So instead of 

here they have 2 there they will have three and the roof is higher so 

 

More storage? 

 

Yeah 
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So they’re going to have three rooms and is it going to be divided up by generation or by 

sex? 

 

Boys and girls 

 

Boys and girls. Right ok. Erm that’s really int - , that’s very helpful. So when you are are 

there other people in the community that are helping or is it just you and the boy – you 

and the boys  doing the work? 

 

Basically no they get help from the neighbours, from the community as well so 

 

So in detail can you describe the method of construction from the first thing you do to 

the last thing you do? 

 

So first step is to find the land and then they clean it. They facilitate it that’s what he’s saying so 

they’re moving all the rocks and stuff. 

 

And then they put the poles and the wood scaffolds and stuff. They dig into the ground. Thirty 

centimetres so they dig thirty centimetres. They reinforce the roofs. 

 

How? 

 

The tarpaulin sheets, first they put the cardboard ok. And then they put the plastic sheets and 

the tarpaulin sheets. 

 

Great. Erm so you get the thinner plastic sheets from UNHCR. How are they to build 

with? 

 

It’s not enough he’s saying. 

 

So you have to buy thicker sheets or more sheets? Where do you buy them? 

 

They buy it from Bekaah basically. There is a person who takes all the advertisements that were 

placed using these sheets and sells them in Bekaah.  So they buy it for a price somewhere 

between  100 and 150 to dollars 

 

They buy it here or they go there to buy it? 
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No they they get it delivered. There is a person who works in a taxi, as a taxi or a cab driver so 

he gets them for them. 

 

Right ok. And what are the essential rooms that you have to have? One for sleeping, one for 

cooking 

 

So basically there is a room for boys, for girls, a room for the parents and the room for guests 

[...]  

 

Is this the first shelter they’ve built? 

 

No they always help as well so it’s not their first one 

 

So this is going to be the kitchen? 

 

Living room. And here the parents’ room. And here there is a small storage. 

 

And they don’t know what they’re going to do next for the remaining room because they don’t 

have enough space. 

 

So there’s still two rooms to go right? Boys and girls? What are you going to do? 

 

They don’t know 

 

So do you pay the landlord by the size of this space? 

 

They don’t pay because they work in the landlord’s factory. Which is over here. 

 

So he doesn’t pay them anything? 

 

Basically they earn around $30 dollars per week in exchange of their work and they have this 

for free so it’s a kind of arrangement. 

 

And you’re, and it’s full time so you’re there like – 

 

It depends, whenever they’re called for, they’re called for but they’re here 
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And do they, they get paid the same amount even if they work a few days more or a few 

days less? 

 

No it depends on the number of days 

 

So it’s a daily rate? 

 

Yes. 

 

..... 

 

Where are you from in Syria? 

 

Homs 

 

And when did you arrive? 

 

Five years ago. 

 

Five years. Ok. And you all came together as one family? 

 

As a family we came as a family but joining the settlement it is different each came with his 

own family. 

 

I see so you have uncles? Aunts? 

 

So they all part of the same neighbourhood basically back in Syria 

 

Oh I see. And how did you coordinate? Like how did you stay in touch? 

 

Yeah so they called their cousins, their brothers to check their whereabouts and then they 

come and join. 

 

And had some of them been to Lebanon before so they knew where to go? 

 

Yes, their fathers. Basically their father used to work in Lebanon prior to in in in woodwork 

 

And did he have contacts here who helped? 
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Uh his uncle was here so they stayed at his uncle’s place for a while until they got everything 

arranged and then had their own 

 

How old are you both? 

 

18 and 20 

 

And are you both married already or not yet? 

 

No. Nothing. 

 

And are you expecting to get married soon or you want to? 

 

So knowing the situation and you see they say no. 

 

So you’d rather wait until something changes and you can go back to Syria or 

somewhere else? 

 

Not necessarily but until the situation is better. 

 

Right and is that because you want to be able to if you want to get married you need to 

have your own shelter you need income and everything? 

 

Yeah because there is a responsibility behind it as well. 

 

And do you find, have there been many marriages since you arrived? 

 

No very few, three or four cases. 

 

And what about new arrivals? Babies? 

 

Yeah they have. 

 

And do people want more children now to enrich their lives? Or do they prefer not to 

have children here in the camp? 

 

It doesn’t matter actually. It doesn’t make a difference.  
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Ok. That’s really helpful. So what are the conditions like in the factory? 

 

He’s saying that now it’s the olive season so basically they’re working in olive picking.  It 

depends from time to time, it depends the type of work. It’s very light at this stage because 

they don’t have a lot of opportunities to work. [inaudible] The average amount that they’re 

earning is thirty to fifty dollars maximum. 

 

And if you don’t work during the day, what do you do? Do you hang out with friends? 

 

Nothing. We just sit. And those who don’t work, they don’t even have an opportunity. So we 

don’t do anything. 

 

Is there any opportunity to meet or interact with Lebanese people? 

 

No 

 

Is that because you don’t tend to leave the camp that much? Or people don’t talk to 

each other? 

 

No actually they don’t talk but the younger brother said even us we don’t interact. Like, it’s not 

an even two-way kind of thing 

 

So his family is still in Syria, he is here alone. 

 

Oh I see. So this is not your family this one? 

 

No it’s Khalid’s family. 

 

So they used to be really good close friends, they’re best friends since they were back in Syria. 

So he used to live with his uncle but now his uncle has resettled to Canada so he stayed here 

alone and now he’s staying with the family, with Khalid’s family. 

 

And do you feel like being here on your own, do you feel safe, do you feel like you’ve 

got enough you know [trails off] 

 

He, he constantly communicate with his Khalid’s like every while, they are now in in Latakia. 
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Ok. And do they erm, do they want to come to Lebanon as well? 

 

No because now there are criteria and if they want to come to Lebanon they have to get a 

sponsor. 

 

Yeah. Ok. And how did the decision happen that you were sent ahead and they were 

going to follow? Or how did that decision happen? 

 

So basically his parents decided to send him with his uncle because the situation for young men 

at his age was a bit challenging and difficult so he thought that he was coming here for two or 

three months  but now 

 

It’s been three years? 

 

Five years 

 

Five years. Yeah. And do you have still have other friends your age still in Syria? 

 

No 

 

They’ve all, all the young men have left? 

 

No they all left. 

 

And do you, do you interact with girls your own age in the camp or is it quite strict and 

you just, you don’t really speak to one another? 

 

Actually we’re all family, we’re all relatives so it’s normal. 

 

Shall we see a little bit of the camp? 

  

 




